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Mausoleum

Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
has received the sum of $5016.89 for
the treasury as follows: L. G. Pear-eotreasurer of Quay county, $3059.-09- ;
Las Vegas Land Grant $120; Chas.
P. Downs, clerk of the Sixth Judicial
' District, $993.45; W. D. Newcomb,
clerk of the Seventh Judicial Disc
trict, $357.55; Charles D. Miller,
game,
survey fund $476.80;
protection, $10.
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hydro-graphi-

Normal School.
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Spanish-America-

There will be a meeting at Santa
Fe of the board of regents of the
erican
Normal School at El
Spanish-Am-

RitO.

Back Thursday.
Territorial Secretary Nathan Jaffa
Is expected back from Denver on
Thursday. He has been in Denver for
a minor surgical operation.. '
Forest Headquarters;The headquarters of the- Carson
National Forest have been removed
from Antonito, Colorado, to Tres
- Piedras, Rio Arriba county.'
Messenger Resigns.
Vernon E. Small, messenger in the
office of the U. S. Weather Bureau,
has resigned his position, effective
July 17.
Repairing Roads.
The roads between Santa Fe and (By Special Leased Wire to TTew Mexican)
Albuquerque which will be utilized
Los Angeles, Calif., July 3. Judge
hv- the numerous automobilists com
Willis of the criminal department of
ing to Santa Fe from Albuquerque for the superior court, entered an order
the Fourth of July celebration have today
quashing the indictments
heeti Tirnnerlv reriaired and nut in A i
Bert Connors, Ira Bender, and
against
Considerable
shape for traveling.
A. B. Maple, the union men accused
washouts occurred near Domingo, but of having conspired to destroy the
Mr. Selieman at Domingo is employ
county hall of records with dynamite.
ing a big force of teams to put the The men were not freed, however.
crossings in gooa snaps.
The court ordered their cases
Annrnves Bridae Plans- to the grand jury.
Miller
Territorial Engineer C D.
Indictments Were Quashed.
Why
has today approved three plans for Los Angeles Calif., July 3. The
comthe
county
to
be
built
by
bridges
granting of thd motion to quash was
missioners of Santa Fe county. One based on the judge's belief that proCanon
over the Santa Fe creek at
visions' of .the penal code providing
road and two bridge's over the Galis- - that a person need not testify against
teo. These bridges are approved pro himself before a grand jury and also
vided they were sufficiently eievaiea for the retirement of prejudiced grand
ahnv tn- known high water marks
Jiad,, not been, complied with.
prevent washing ju.rorsjt
and other details,-tshown that the section in queswas
It
cut In flood times. JTne county com tion had not been read to the acmissioners are to pass upon tne gen- cused, while that referring to the
eral workmanship of the bridges up jurors had not been read to the grand
on their completion before acceptance.
jurors until after they had deliberated
New Company Incorporates.
six days and just before they returned
Articles of incorporation were filed the indictments.
ComMausoleum
Mexico
New
by the
pany at Albuquerque, naming James CLASH BETWEEN TWO
B. Herndon as statutory agent. The
BODIES OF MADERISTS.
objects of the new company are
and
erection
the
include
and
many,
Eight Men Killed and Ten Wounded
operation of mausoleums and crypts,
in Los Reyes In Fight in Which
etc.
real
estate,
as well as dealing in
Mendez Won.
0
The company is incorporated at
at
$100
shares
500
of
consisting
Special Leaked Wire to New Mexican)
each and the incorporators are: W. D. (By
Mex., July 3. In a
Guadalajara,
Men4
shares;
Murray, of Silver City,
two bodies of
between
clash
today
Frank
del Silber, Solomon Benjamin,
Maderists In Los Reyes, state of
H. Strong and James B. Herndon, all
it is reported that eight men
of them ; residents of Albuquerque, were
killed
and ten wounded.
,
shares.
each four
The fight was the outcome of the
organization Of a force by Sabas
SHIPPING. STRIKE IN
the son of a wealthy planter,
GREAT BRITAIN ENDED.
who had assumed charge of affairs
.
at Los Reyes.
(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
On hearing of this move, Marcos
White
Liverpool, Eng., July
"
commanding the regular Ma- Star Steamship Company .today agreed Mendez,
derist
force
at amora, went to inves
to terms of settlement and the shiptigate and in the following fight, won
ended.
is
here
strike
ping
a Victory over Valladero.
of other companies are rey The men
turning to work.
STIMSON WILL INSPECT
Carmania 8ails.
PANAMA CANAL MINUTELY.
;
3. This afterJuly
Eng.,
Liverpool,.
the
and
of
Britain
noon the Empress
Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
- Carmania
completed their comple- (By
D. C, July 3. Secre
Washington,
ment of seamen and sailed.
tary of War Stimson left Washington
Work Resumed at Belfast.
; 'Belfast, Ireland, July 3. The ship today to be gone until sometime in
August, during which time he will
ping strike here was settled today and make a minute
inspection of the Pathe work resumed.
nama eanal.
.
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OFFICIAL DENIAL OF
ARMED CLASH IN PORTUGAL.

TUFT

URGES
SANE FOURTH

Terrible Loss, to Children In
Life and Limb Through
Fire Crackers '

EMPLOYES OF STREET CAR
SYSTEM IN MEXICO'

OTTO

.

strike

ABOLISH SLAUGHTER

.

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican) Every Town Should Have Ordi
' Mexico
City, July 3. The employes
nance Like Santa Fe or
of the local car system struck today,
. , bidding Fireworks.
tieing up all lines. There were no disThe
orders immediately following:
men demanded Increases in wages
Cleveland, Ohia, July 3. President
Taft made an earlv addrnaa hero tn.
varying from 20 to 150 per cent

r

x

day on the observation 6f a sane
fourth of July, speaking from the rear
platform of his ear to several thousand people. i
'
"Statistics show the terrlhla lnn tn
children In life and limb, because of
an insane and foolish observance of
the national holiday, said the president : "It Is our duty to rid the mnth.
ers of the country of anxiety by the
passing of Ordinances forbidding the
cannon cracKer, me toy pistol and
.
other menaces to childhood."
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The dance to be given to-- X
X morrow evening under the aus- - X
X pices of the (Woman's Board X
X of Trade wil be given at Li- - X
X brary Hall and not at the Pal- - X
X lace Hotel as erroneously an- - X
X nounced. Morrison's orchestra X
'.
X
nil furnish the music.
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(By Special Leased Wire o Npw Mexican
Paris, July 3. Foreign Minister de
Selves did not remain In Paris today,
but accompanied President Fallieres
to Holland.
Yesterday it was an
nounced that M. de Selves, had changed his plans and would stay here as
a consequence of the new situation
brought about in Morrocco by the determination of Germany to send a
-

gunboat to Agadir.
Premier Caillaux has taken over
the conduct of the foreign office pending M. de Selves' return and will direct France's attitude concerning
German intervention in Morocco.
it is not unlikely, that after consulting with Great Britain, France
may send a warship to Agadir, as the
Algeciras act authorizes the policing
of the Moroccan coast by France in
conjunction with Spain.
Although the German action was
sudden, France had been anticipating
a move of some sort by Germany be
cause of Spain's extension of her mili
tary operations in the" north of Morocco, a policy which France has stead
ily opposed as leading to the idea that
the agreement of Algeciras was dead
and that Morocco was to be dismem-

fort.
Chicago has fairly sweltered since
Friday, It was 90 at 9 o'clock and the
mercury was climbing steadily.
bered.
Seven deaths and eight prostrations
The French press continues calm
were reported Sunday.
The death but urges the government to conduct
rate among babies is evoeedingly high the situation with a firm hand.
since the beginning of the hot wave.
Trouble Brewing.
Kansas City experienced the hottest
Eerlin, July 3. Having shown her
night since the establishment of the hand in sending the gunboat Panther
weather bureau there 23 years ago, and to Agadir, Morocco, Germany, is
no abtement is promised. Almost the awaiting the action of France, which
entire city slept.'or tried to sleep our it is expected, will be taken only after
of doors. In the poorer quarters, fire consultations with Great Britain and
escapes and side walks were filled Russia. It is hoped here that the step
taken by the German foreign office
with exhausted people.
The government thermometer stood will lead to a general dicussion of the
at 91 at midnight. It was 104 at St.) Moroccoan. situation by the four powJoseph yesterday and two deaths from-hea- t ers principally interested and the
Other
were reported. At seven this question definitely settled.
morning the temperature was from wise, the Germans will Remain in Moexpedi
5 to 10 degrees higher than normal rocco until the Franco-Spanis- h
for that hour throughout the south- tions have been withdrawn. A gener
al Eureopean conference is not exwest.
The mercury stood at 80 in St. Jo- pected.
Agadir District Calm.
seph; 72 at Omaha, and 80 at Wichita,
Morocco, July 3. The Ag
Mogador,
Oklahoma
Mo.,
Lit
Springfield,
City,
tle Rock, Ark., and Fort Worth, adir district is calm. The Kurds reTexas, at 7 ' o'clock this morning. cent refusal to sell their lands there
There were no indications of rains, to the Germans as the Algecirus
the forecaster said, and thep robabili-tie- s agreement made the consent of the
that today's temperature would Sultan necessary to such sale.
American Missionary Captured.
crowd closely the highest of yesterWashington, D. C, uly 3. Germany
day, which was 104.
'has advised the United States of the
Terriffic Heat in New York.
New York, N. Y., July 3. At 10 sending of the gunboat Panther to
Agadir, Morocco. While this governo'clock this morning the official
on the roof of the White Hall ment is watching the progress of the
building, 320 feet above the street reg- events in the African empire, it s not
istered 97 degrees with every indica- vitally interested in the political
tion that it would continue climbing. phase of the situation.
The United States was signator to
In the streets reliable thermometers
registered 112 to 118 degrees in the the Algeciras convention, but its interest centers in the development ol
shade.
This is the hottest of the year and American commerce and the protecwithin two degrees of the hottest July tion of the lives and property of its
3 recorded since the weather bureau citizens.
This country has taken no action In
was established.
the present Moroccan affair except to
Crazed by Heat, Killed by Police.
One death was reported early this make strong representations to the
morning and prostrations increased Sultan in regard ,to the capture of an
hourly. In Brooklyn, Eugene Cortnell, American missionary by rebel troops.
crazed by the heat, ran amuck with an
open knife and after attempting to
stab a policeman and several citizens, TRAIN
was shot dead by an officer.
Hundred at Newark.
At Newark, N. J., reliable thermom
NEAR
eters registered 100 degrees at 10 a.
m. One death was. reported.
Was Awful Hot in Canada.
Toronto, Canada, July 3. The ther- Two Coaches of Pennsylvania
mometer in the observatory today
d
ther-moet-

WRECK

CAMDEN

degrees in the shade and
degrees yesterday while on the
pavement the temperature was up to
110 degrees in the shade, at 10 o'clock
this morning.
TWO
101

lished abroad that fighting between
Republicans and Monarchists has. occurred at Oporto, was made today. It
was also denied that any revolutionary
violence had taken place in Portugal

......

.Washington, D. C, July 3.
Indications are that tomorrow
will be the hottest Fourth of
July ever experienced, east of
the Mississippi river. Record
breaking temperatures are reported all over the middle and
eastern country and no relief
is In sight It was 107 here on
the street level at 2 o'clock
this afternoon.

102

Reports of Fighting Between Monarchists and Republican Are
Not True.
By Special Leaned Win to New Mexican)
Lisbon, Portugal, July
and complete denial of the rumor pub-

.;
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Eastern and central ports of the
country which fairly cooked yesterday,
probably today received even a worse
scorching, and the death list from heat
promises to be long.
Ae New York at 8 o'clock this morning the thermometer registered 87 degrees. This 1 2 degrees higher than
at the same time yesterday, and yesterday- was the hottest day for 12
years with a maximum of 94.5 degrees.
The heat in the metropolis has
INDICTMENTS AGAINST
caused ten deaths and' more than 60
DYNAMITERS ARE QUASHED. proserations.
,
It was 91 at Philadelphia at 9 o'clock
But Defendants Are Held for Further this morning, .nine
degrees warmer
Action By Grand Jury at Los
than at the same hour yesterday, and
Angeles.
high humidity added to the discom-

!

.

to The New Mexican.

Washington, D. C, July 3. Very
few members of the House or Senators are in the city.
Curry and Charles A. Spiess left last
night for New Mexico. Judge A. B.
Fall leaves tonight. Colonel W. S.
Hopewell will remain here for a few
days on private' business. The statehood situation remains unchanged. It
is generally understood here that if
Arizona gets into the union under its
own constitution, which was practic
ally made and adopted by the Western Federation . of Miners that it
would result in Haywood and Moyer
of that 'organization being elected to
the United States Senate, as the first
two Senators, and for that reason the
indications are that both of the old
parties in the United States Senate
will fight shy of the Floodresolutipn.
As far as New Mexico is concerned,
A. A. Jones et al, have spoiled
its
chances at this session.

Many Drown Seeking Relief.

Express Derailed at
Lucastown
-

KILLED

17

I

The heat yesterday caused two suicides by drowning in St. Louis, eleven Officials Say Accident Was Due
drownings in and about Boston; eight
to a Brakeman's Care
drownings at Detroit, two drownings
Iessness.
at Albany, two drownings at Milwaukee, nine drownings at Cincinnati, one
drowning at Chicago and three drown- (By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
ings at Vandalia, Illinois.
Philadelphia, Pa., July 3. Two per'
Praying for Rain. .
sons were killed and 17 others injured
St Joseph, Mo., July 3. At the several masses inxthe Catholic churches when a Pennsylvania Express train at
two miles
of St Joseph, on Sunday
prayers Lucaston, a little station,
were offered for rain and in some of nortn of Camden, N. J., today collided
the Protestant churches similar sup- with a local train.
plications were made.
say the accident
: Railroad officials
Hundreds of Prostrations.
two o'clock was due to a brakeman's throwing a
Chicago, 111., July
switch instead of the siding
it was103 on the street level. Eight cross-ove- r
deaths and hundreds of prostrations switch. Two coaches of the local train
'
were derailed and partly wrecked and
were reported.
' 8even Dead at Pittsburg..
the killed and injured were in these
.,"
Pittsburg, Pa., July 3.T-- K was 95 at cars.
noon Here today. Four persons' dropLittle or no damage was inflicted on
ped dead during the forenoon, one the express train but it had a narrow
committed suicide and two drowned escape from an awful accdent Its
in the river while bathing. .
. " schedule calls for a speed of a mile a
:
Kansas Is 8welterlng.
minute and it was unusually long, be'Atchison, Kansas, reported 102 de- ing made Up of Pullmans and steel
grees at noon and four prostrations. coached. Had the impact occurred a
. Nine Deaths at Philadelphia.
both
fraction of a second later,
Philadelphia, : July 8.Nlne deaths trains must ineviably have
been
(Continued on Page Five.)
wrecked with terrible loss of life.
-'-
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The Weather.

X
X

The weather forecast for
New Mexico is generally fair to- night and Tuesday, July 4th,
except local showers in north
portion
tonight.
Tuesday
warmer.
C. h. LINNEY,

X

X
X

Director Weather Bureau.

,

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

(By Special Leased Wire to Now Mexican)
Dover, Eng., July 3. Only by making the cross channel
flight under
some extraordinary circumstances will
any aviator ever be able hereafter to
gain any particular glory from th2
feat. After today, the flight ra ust be
considered an ordinary affair, for the
morning saw no less than eleven avia-

Tomorrow will
be the "Glorious tors, contestants In the European cir
Fourth" and it is to be celebrated in cuit
race, wing their way across the
Santa Fe this year with unusual
and alight in Dover as easily
channel,
splendor.
The pageant commemorating the as a flock of birds might have done.
Ren- Moreover, one of the eleven,
entrance of Don Diego De Vargas into
Santa Fe in 1692 and in which 60 eaux, carried a passenger in his . bi- : '
:
mounted Conquistadores and 50 In- plan.
A great crowd had surrounded the
dians in their costumes of barbaric
"
splendor will doubtless prove the landing place in anticipation of the armost interesting features of the series rival of the aviators. They had but a
of events arranged to celebrate In- short wait before Vedrines, consistentdependence Day in this city and ly the leader in the race, drove his
one which will draw many sightseers monoplane into view out of bank of
to the city.
fleecy clouds that hung low over the
There will be many races, games channel. He made a circuit of the airand d baseball game in the after- drome and landed gracefully.
noon, while the evening will be renTook Half an Hour.
dered Joyous by fire works and two
The flight from Calais has been acdances. Now that the nun has ceased complished in about half an hour.
it is hoped that the roads leading to The other contestants followed in
Santa Fe will be dry enough to make quick succession. Seven monoplanes
them passable for motors from Albu- were almost bunched, then came two
querque and Las Vegas as well as biplanes, and another monoplane
other cities.
brought up the rear. Everything went
And the baseball
grounds it is as orderly and in orderly fashion as
hoped that they will be in fit con- at a horse race meeting. One by one,
dition for the great contest with Dan the machines appeared over the trees,
Padilla's cohorts.
swept down to the airdrome, circled it
The Program.
and landed without semblance of a
The following is a bird's eye view of mishap.
the program of events as they are There was none of the excitement
scheduled to occur tomorrow after the that had characterized the finish of
sunrise salute:
the previous
flights, nor
At 10 a. m.
were the aviators exhausted.
At 10 a. m. a procession of DeVar-ga- s
Wonderful Precision.
and his attendants from Rosario
Instead, they crawled from their
Chapel down past Mr. Catron's resi- aeroplanes and calmly walked away
dence to Federal street; down Lin- with friends while their machines
coln avenue to the Plaza, forming on were taken to the hangars to be over
the north side of the Plaza facing the hauled, very much as a race horse
Automobiles are to form might be led to its stable for a rub- Plaza.
on Lincoln avenue at 9:30. The down.
.. .
r
band ' will meet
First Regiment
,Soon as the last of the eleven avia
the procession at the Catron corner tors had landed the wind began to
and will play Spanish marches and freshen and it was decided to start
airs. From the Federal building the immediately on the next stage of the
De Vargas cavalcade will march be contest to Shoreham and thence to
tween a double line of automobiles on London. The start was accordingly
Lincoln avenue and the other portion made, and with the same
precision
of the military and civic procession that had characterized the arrival at
lined up around the Plaza.
Dover.
The machines left at two
The reading of the proclamation by minute
Intervals, only one losing
George Armijo,
impersonating the time and that only a few seconds.
'

cross-chann-

-

-..

Duke DeVargas, will follow.
Spanish Music.
The reading of the Declaration of
Independence by Hon. A. L. Morris-soand the playing of patriotic airs
will follow the De Vargas proclaman

tion.

At 11 a. m.
At 11 a. m. the big procession will
form and will consist of the First
Regiment Band; Company E and F,
New Mexico National
Guard; the
governor and his staff In autos; the
Boy Scouts; the G. A. R. Veterans;
Spanish War Veterans; the Fire Department; St. Joseph's Club, led by
Judge Morrison; Don Diego DeVargas
and his attendants, and finally the
"
automobiles.
The Route.
The route of this procession is as
follows:
Up Palace avenue to Otero
street; out Otero street to Marcy
street; past the Palace hotel to the
Federal building; down Lincoln 'ave
nue to San Francisco street; thence
east to Seligman, north to Lincoln,
north on Lincoln to Federal Place and
then disband.
The military orders will gather on
the east side of the Plaza and the
aides of Marshal Fred Muller are re
quested to gather in front, of the
Catron block on the east side of the
Plaza between 9 a. m. and 9:30 a. m.
Many Aides Wanted.
Major Muller said today that al
though a list of aides was announced
in the New Mexican recently he will
be glad to see as many men on horseback turn out as possible as many
aides will be needed.
Afternoon Events.
1:30 to 2:30 p. m, Free picture
show for the children at the Elks'

theater.

Judge John H. Knaebel,
as one of the most learned regarded
lawyers
in the Southwest and a
great friend
of New Mexico, died of
paralysis at
8:40 p. m. Saturday at St. Vincent's
Sanitarium whre he had been since
he was stricken June 21.
At theJudge's bedside when the
end came were his two sons, Arthur
Knaebel, a civil engineer who has
been residing at Bland, N. M., and
Hon. Ernest Knaebel, assistant attorney general of the United States,
who resides at Washington, D. C.
Despite the fact that be was nearlv
71 years of age, fhe
Judge had shown
wonderful vitality in his struggle for
life since he was first stricken but he
gradually grew weaker and yesterday
morning it was evident that he could
not live many hours.
The news of his death spread rapid- Iy in the city yesterday and every
where expressions of sorrow were
heard not only from the lips of members of the bar but from the many
friends of the dead jurist.
During his last illness the sisters
at the sanitarium were kept busy
answering telephone Inquiries about
the judge's condition and many per
sons, including Governor Mills, Attor
ney General Franlr W. Clancy
and
other officials, called on the Judge
who recognized them and shook each
warmly by the hand.
His Career.
Judge Knaebel's career is another
of those illuminating chapters which
show the power of heredity, the results that may be obtained by unlag-ging

and the fact that
knowledge can - be acquired without
the guidance of college professors or
residence near a university campus.
Judge Knaebel was born in Ant
werp, Belgium, where his parents resided for a short time and was
brought when still a babe to Brook- lyn, N. Y., where he lived for many
years. His father was S. W. Knaebel,
a native of Germany and a gifted
musician.
He composed a number
"
of symphonies and minor works and
one of his symphonies was considered
so fine it was rehearsed many times
by Thomas's orchestra, although it
was finally dropped for some other
work.
The German musician came
to this country when, he was still a
young man and made his livelihood
teaching music. The Judge's mother
was an English lady who resided In
industry

'

.

.

Boston.

There was a large family, three
sons and three daughters and the
Judge was not given many educational advantages save those afforded in
the public schools. But such was his
thirst for knowledge and his indomitable energy that he entered a law
office while still in his teens and not
only supported himself but aided In
the support of his family. He developed great powers of concentration and
soon his knowledge of law and his
liberal education, acquired entirely
by his own efforts, put to
shame
many a college man who became his
The Judge practiced
competitor.
law in Brooklyn and bis abilities won
instant recognition for he was made
assistant corporation
counsel,, and,
with David C. DeWitt, the noted lawyer and publicist, he helped frame the
new charter of the consolidated city
of Greater New York.
w
In 1879 Judge Knaebel met former
Governor L. Bradford Prince and
hearing much of New Mexico and the
opportunities of this land of sunshine
he decided to move to the Southwest, and came to Santa Fe.
He
came by stage from Las Vegas to
Santa Fe as the railroad had not been
constructed.
the order named.
His first partner was Charles W.
Gildersleeve and after a short time he
Later he
practiced law by himself.
SERGEANT-AT-ARM- S
joined the law firm of Catron, Knaebel and Clancy, in which the other
partners were Thomas B. Catron and
W. Clancy.
.
GUILTY Frank1S91
In
the Judge decided to make
The court of
his home in Denver.
private land claims had been created
First of Bribers In Ohio to adjudicate the Spanish grant titles
and Judge Knaebel had many land
Legislature to BeCon-victed- at
grant cases to look after and some of
Columbus
were very lucrative.
them
His
splendid knowledge of these grants
and the old Spanish laws made him
JURY WAS OUTTHREE
The
DAYS prominent before this court.
Judge made Denver his home and has
resided there since.
He made many
Rodneo
Diegle Helped to friends in Denver and was a promi-nemember of the Denver Athletic
State Senator L- - R.
Might Bring Over Army.
Comments were freely made as to
the possibility granting the continued development of the aeroplane, of
landing an invading force on British
territory by their use.
London Greets Aviators.
London, Eng., July 3. Londoners
were early astir to witness the arrival
of the competing aviators at Hendon.
The progress of the flight from Calias
was indicated on great blackboards
and by the explosion of aerial bombs.
An elaborate system of pilotage
had been arranged from Dover to
Hendon as- well and to the aerdrome
to facilitate an easy passage and descent. Nevertheless, Train lost his
bearings near New Haven and was
He alighted
compelled to descend.
rather roughly and his machine running down hill was damaged.
Aviators Arrive at London.
Vedrines, in his monoplane, was the
first to arrive, reaching Hendon at
8:35. He said he had a splendid passage across the channel and up the
coast.
A half hour later Vidart descended.
and Garros
Kimmerling, Beaumont
landed within the next half hour in

FOUND
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3 p. m. Sports on the Plaza, track
race greased pole climbing, etc.
2:30 p. m. to 6 p. m. Base ball game
at Ball Park, Santa Fe vs. Al- Between
Duquerque.
Innings of
the game will be horse and pony races.
3 p. m. to 5 p. m. Band concert In
Plaza and Plaza sports.
At Night
3:30 p. m. Fireworks at Fort Mar

cy.
9 p. m. Dance at Library Hall
by the Womans' Board of Trade
" 9 p. m. Dance at the Armory by
Spanish-America-n
Alliance, with Don
Diego DeVargas and attendants in
costume.
Moving Picture Men Here.
There will be two moving picture
men in the city tomorrow to take pictures of the De Vargas procession. One
will be D. D. Doubleday, of Cheyenne,
Wyoming, who photographed the cele-(Continued

on Page Five.)

.

J.

Corrupt

Andrews.

;

(By Special Leased Wire to New Mexican)
Columbus, Ohio, July 3. The Jury In
the case of Rodney J. Diegle, sergeant-at-arm- s
of the state senate, who has
been on trial charged with aiding and

abetting in the alleged bribery of
State Senator L. R. Andrews, at noon,
today returned a verdict finding him
guilty, i.
The jury had been out since 4:30
last Friday afternoon, this being a recv v
ord In this country.

J.

Club.
A little less

than two years ago he
came to Santa Fe as he was greatly
interested in the fight fpr statehood
and In the matter of Santa Fe County's bonded indebtedness. The Judge
had many real estate interests here
too, which needed his attention. He
resided at the Palace Hotel and later
at the Santa Fe Club and had many
friends here.
The Judge wrote a memorial which
was adopted
by the New Mexico
legislature setting forth the facts and
law on the Santa Fe County bond issue which hung like a cloud over this
(Continued

A
;

en Page Three.).
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INDEPENDENCE DAY.
When God unbarred the Eastern Gates
for that great day to rise
A burning flood of glory sped across
His trackless skies,
It circled round the slumbering world
in tongues of holy flame.
And fired the farthest tribes of men
with Freedom's sacred name.

The Little Store

It rocked the thrones of despot kings
as though au earthquake spoke;
It bade the cowering serf arise and
spurn his galling yoke;
It whispered to the beaten slave of
other days to he.
When he amongst his fellow men
should stand a Man, and Free.

DENVER BREAD

"The Best I Know In Every Loaf"
TRY IT

By burning sand and icy wold, that
high Evangel went,
Till East, and West, and Xorth, and
South in one red flame were blent.
And mankind, with a surging joy, felt
in his soul the seed
Of God's eternal Liberty acclaim Co
lumbia's deed.

UUINTE

Land, whose Flag the Stars salute
with answering call!
Whose stripes proclaim the bonds you
broke for Freedom, one and all!
Whose hovering Eagle screams abroad
across the struggling earth
Xo power can hold a Nation down
that claims its rights of birth"!
O

Santa Fe.

Southern Corner Plaza.
WE

REGISTER

GIVE

ALL

WITH

TICKETS

Telephone

No. 40.

CASH

PURCHASES.

hold the greatness of the day
unborn to history yet;
You hold the sequel
of the ways
whose guiding stars are set;
The keys of time are yours, O Herald
who guards the future's fate,
s
For all the
of the world
in
commingle
your gate.
CAKES
You

6 Loaves of Bread for 25c
EXTRA FINE IMPORTED OLIVE OIL
EVERY DAY BREAD PIES CREAM PUFFS

FRESH

In you the old world's dreams come

NAPOLEON

LOUIS

true, the cry for breadth and space;
The yearning for a fuller life with
sunshine on the face;
You are the goal of shackled feet, the
covenantal ark
Of many a storm-tossesoul who
sees your lightnings through the
dark.

Groceries and Delicatessen
PHONE

191

BLACK

d

When the dry spell comes
this summer you will need
a gasoline engine to run
your pump and save your
crops. When these en
gines are not pumping they can be connected to
any other machine and will run it cheaper than
running it by hand power.
You can have complete information and price
on an outfit suitable for your work by applying

to the agent.

FRANK F. GORMLEY,

You taught in words of living fire a
Gospel fierce and free;
And sealed it with your blood before
the shrine of Liberty;
You flung your challenge in the face
of tyranny, and then
Invincible, triumphant, rose a Mecca
unto men.
All hail, all hail, Columbia!
God's
high annointed one,
With feet ' upon His southern verge
and forehead to His sun!
You caught the scattered lights of
earth in one enduring ray,
W7hen FREEDOM'S fires were loosed
from Heaven that INDEPENDENCE
DAY.
TERESA C. BRAYTON.

succeeded by Miss Anna J. Rieve, principal of the Las Vegas public schools.
Twelve Women and Two Men Drunk.
At El Paso, Texas, Saturday night,
twelve women and two men were
hauled to the station house for engaging in a drunken brawl. The police
had quite a time to corral the gang.
Two Drunks Fined.

Juan Gabaldon was fined 55 at Albuquerque for being drunk. Clem Mason
who was arrested for drunkenness became very abusive to the police officer who had him in tow.

LEO HERSCH

45

45

7 PIANOS

PIANOS

ten months. They have hundred of
satisfied customers in New Mexico

Chlckering Bros.
Bush and Lane.
Learnard-Llndeman-

Phone Black

)

and Arizona.

Co.

n

A

Schiller.
Victor

letter, a telegram or a telephone

to them regarding pianos, prices and
terms will prove to prospective piano
buyers that the firm of Learnard-LI- n
Milton and the World Famous Ceclllan deman Co. will meet every customer
Interior Player Pianos, and many more than half way in making
other makes.
purchase of a piano a simple nd sat
This firm has purchased over
isfactory business transaction, not one
car loads of pianos during the past of doubt and uncertainty.

Jesse-Frenc-

LEARNARD-LINDEMAN-

The

Square Music Dealers

::

N

Albuquerque, H M.

SANTA FE OFFICE WITH SANTA

CO.
:: Established

1900

FE TRAIL CURIO CO.

Griego Grabbed a Blanket
Jose Griego was arrested, at. Albuquerque for stealing a grip and a Navajo blanket at the Santa Fe depot. The
goods were recovered.

WOOD'YS HACK LINE

LUMBER & COAL YARD
Lumber and all kinds
of boilding material

A

T

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

YARD ON EICKOX STREET, NEAR
NEW MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Phone Red 100

Estimates Cheerfully Furnished

..'

Hardware Co.

Wood-Davi- s

Phone 14.

If Its Hardware We Have

Fa

y

FARE

$5.00

We Have Built Up

La Salle Restaurant
CttAS. OANN, Prop.

Telephone 11.
Two Doors Below F. Andrews
Regular Meals 25 Cents

Store.

Short Order at all Hoars
BOARD BY THE WEEK $6.00
Trench Noodle Order 20c. a dish
New York Chop Suey S0e.

Epidemic at Nogal.
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. An
WE HANDLE LUMBER
drew Hale at Nogal, Lincoln county,
last week died of diphtheria. There In large qiiantiti end hare every
are also three cases of scarlet fever modern fnHin for 'nmishing the
For Best Laundry Work
in the mining camp.
very best rough or dressed
Lumber
New Teacher at Normal University.
We are thu BASKET LEAVES MONDAY AND TUESDAY
of every description.
Miss Mary Adeline Lamb has re enabled to mnke 'he verr best price
RETURNS THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
of such high trade
signed as critic teacher at the New for Lumlier
Mexico Normal university at Las Ve We will be pleased to figure on row
Agency at O. K. Barber Shop.
"
.
,
gas to accept a position as practice contracts.
Mrs. P. O. Brown, Agent
teacher In the West Texas Normal Col
Phone Red No. 23. ; Pkooe, Red No. 2)
lege at Canyon, Texes. She will be

Imperial Laundry

?
tk

.......k.L

We offer you only the HIGHEST

WHY NOT NOW?
Phone Black No. 52

Phone Black No. 229 Residence

Santa Fe Abstract, Realty

FOR

THAT

&

SUMMER

MEXICAN

CLASS OF

jj'Srfc'aV

y

00005 whether It

vU

Insurance Agency.

OUTING

HATS

New and Full Assortment of Unique San
Latest in Hand Color

inf Post Cards.

Juan Pottery
Artistic
Framinf.

Santa Fe Trail Curio Company
San Francisco

Street
4

oal

WHOLESALE
Alt D RETAIL

Wood

Screened llkos Lump
Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal. Steam Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,
MONTEZUMA AVKNTJE i
fAPITAI THAT VAPI)
Hear A. T. 8. F, Depot, l
85
.
Telephone
Telephone 85
fc

CAn CAIE

Improved and unimproved City Property, Orchards
andRancLes; Also a number of the finest Fruit and
Alfalfa Ranches in theEspanola Valley with the Very Best of water rights
and one of the finest orchards on the Tesuque at a Bargain.

rUl dAIX

Modern Residences for Rent.

Palace Ave.)

LIVERY STABLE
Fine Rigs, Reliable Horses Single
Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses.

cibL 'Phone

When in Need of Anything-in the LIVERY LINE.
Drivers Furnished.

9

CHAS. CL0S50N

-

'

;0''

&K.,ir

Don Gaspar Ave.

For Health Seekers 'and Rest Seekers
Mountain Hearth Resort, 22 mile from Santa Fe on main line of Santa Fe
miles from depot
one and one-haTent bungalows, in Pine Forest, with every accommodation, furnished for
lf

housekeeping and ready for 'occupancy.

Williamson ranch,
Glorleta, N.

Zook's Pharmacy

Your

Phone

be seriously

.

1

103

F M. JONES.

213

needed DRUGS OR FANCY TOILET ARTICLES.
The quality we uphold. We use
the most careful methods In catering to your pleasure to make every deal a Mtisfac--: : : : :
tory one. ANY PRUO OR MEDICINE YOU GET HERE IS RIGHT.
IF ) YOU ARE NOT A CUSTC:t2R"HfeR2, YOU SHOULD C2.
.'

14

Eventually,

1

'

Phone

intend to seccure
Adequate Insurance

2

WITH US

It is not merely a question of GETTING YOUR MONEY.
trade is what we want.
:

It

YOU

Charles W. Dudrow

Phone
-

W. H. KERR

AGENT HUBBS LAUNDRY..
Woman Died Suddenly.
Phone us, we will be glad to call for
Mrs. John Westfall, wife of Judge
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of your laundry on Mondays and TuesWestfall, died suddenly last week at
die
north bound train and arrive at days and deliver on Thursdays and
Mora
at
49
of
Solano,
the age
county,
Fridays.
Taoa
at 7 p. m.
,
years. Appoplexy was the cause of
All
Ten miles shorter than any other are work is guaranteed; your socks
death.
mended and buttons sewed en
way. Good covered hack and good
your shirts without extra charge.
'earns.
Jail Breaker Arrested.
PHONE RED 122 PHONE RED 122
ma.ia.BT d.exa. to Male
H. C. Pace has been arrested'atEs-tanci- a
XLgrax Oonafbrtbl.
to serve out his sentence for
assault and battery which he had cut
short by escaping the second day he
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT.
was in Jail.
Wedded Today.
Louis Serna of Estancia and Miss
Eloise Lucero of Torreon were married today at Estancia.
They will
live at Estancia in a house recently
built by the groom.

COME TO SEE US AND WE WILL 8HOW YOU MANY CAMP
NECESSITIES.
HAVE YOU A 8TRONG KNIFE, A POCKET AXE OR WATER.
PROOF MATCHBOX?
BUY YOUR OWN GUN AND THINGS; DONT BORROW.
OUR LINE OF OUTING HARDWARE WILL MAKE YOU HAVE
A BULYY FINE TIME.

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE

.

Zook's Pharmacy

.-

the whole system when entering it
through the mucous surfaces. Such
articles should never be used except
on prescriptions from reputable physicians, as the damage they will do is
ten fold to the good you can possibly
Hall's Catarrh
derive from them'.
Cure, manufactured by F. J. Cheney
& Co., Toledo, O., contains no mercury
and is taken internally, acting directly
upon the blood and mucous surfaces
of the Bystem. In buying Hall's Catarrh Cure be sure' you get the genuine. It is taken internally and made
in Toledo, Ohio, by F. J. Cheney & Co.
Testimonials free.
Sold by Druggists.
Price, 75c per
bottle.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constipation.

i

Phone Red 100

213.

QUICK IN RESULTS

Beware of Ointments for Catarrh That
Contain Mercury
as mercury will surely destroy the
sense of smell and completely derange

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Bounds Trains.

The Mennonite Colony under the
Carlsbad Project has bought additional
tracts until it now has 1330 - acres,
every square foot of which will be Intensively cultivated.

J. CRICHTON

-

Give prompt relief from BACKACHE,
KIDNEY and BLADDER TROUBLE,
RHEUMATISM, CONGESTION of the
of the
KIDNEYS, INFLAMMATION
BLADDER and all annoying URINARY
IRREGULARITIES. A positive boon to
MIDDLE AGED and ELDERLY
PEOPLE and for WOMEN.
For sale by all drrggists.

Prom

Mennonites Buy 1330 Acres.

R.

TONIC IN ACTION

BOOZE-FIGHTE-

Flour Hay, Grain, Potatoes and Salt.

Phone Black

Foley Kidney Pills

n

RETAIL

&

WHOLESALE

JULY 3, 1911.

MONDAY,

on the disorderly houses will probably
Coal Company Sues.
not seek to renew their licenses.
The Albuquerque and Cerrillos Coal
Company has filed suit at Albuquerque
This Will Make Carlsbad Rich,
Mexico Coal
against the Boston-NeThere are 13,823 acres in cultiva
to
recover $1,729.47 alleged tion under the Carlsbad irrigation projCompany
to be due for coal furnished.
ect in Eddy, county. Of this 7,114 acres
are in alfalfa, 1911 acres in sorghum
Postal Bank Has Rush.
and corn; 522 acres in orchard, 4,042
a
did
Carlsbad
The postal bank at
acre in cotton, and 234 acres in miscelrushing business on the day it opened laneous crops. Of the alfalfa 4,856
$209 being deposited the first day. At acres
have been permitted to go to
Roswell only $20 were deposited the seed.
first day, and at Santa Fe only $1 the
first month.
First Peaches Shipped.
Friday morning, June 29th, Frank
Found Prehistoric Animal.
Zanolio made the first shipment of
Two molar teeth, each weighing this season's
peaches from the Farm-ingtotwelve and a half pounds, were
The shipment
fruit district.
Antonio consisted of seven crates,
brought to Capi an by
part of
Chaves.
The teeth with other bones them going to Pueblo and part of
had been washed out of the bank of them to Durango.
Farmington will
Carrizozo creek by a flood.
ship peaches from now until the middle of October. Farmington EnterKicked by a Horse.
prise.
Fourteen-year-ol- d
Earl Crawford was
picked up unconscious in Lover's Lane
Many Saloons Closing Up.
a Roswell. He had been kicked by a
It Is not only in the "dry" portions
shoeless horse. He was revived but of the territory that the saloons are
fell into unconsciousness again. It is
closing up, but at Albuquerque four
believed that he will recover.
saloons failed to open on July 1, while
at Las Vegas the Arcade saloon was
Attorney and Justice Have Tilt.
closed and creditors attached fixtures
Attorney Modesto C. Ortiz has been and furniture. Charles Palmer, one of
disbarred from practice in the justice the proprietors of the Cabinet saloon,
of the peace court of Jose E. Romero renewed his bond for $300,
giving him
at Albuquerque. Ortiz has filed grave 90 days extension in which to pay a
charges against Romero including in- fine of $250 days for permitting gam- competency and corruption and asks bling on his premises.
ir
for his removal.
LEAPS
Died Far From Home.
FROM HOSPITAL WINDOW.
Chester Hays, aged 19, an Odd Fellow, who was traveling across country
Denver, Colo., July 3 Leaping from
in a prairie schooner, from Oklahoma, a window in the second floor of Steele
died of tuberculosis near Robsart, hospital Robert Floyd, 40 years old,
Lincoln county. His parents and five was Impaled upon a picket fence yessisters and brothers were with him terday and is now dying.
Freeing
when death came.
himself from the fence Floyd ran for
several blocks before he was captured by hospital porters.
Suit Against Owner of Auto.
Floyd had
Mrs. Augusta L. Schlesinger at Den- been but a few hours in the county
ver has filed suit against Arthur M. hospital, undergoing treatment for
Eppstein because Emanuel Jones us- delirium tremens, when he developed
ing Eppstein's auto had run down and symptoms of erysipelas. He was rekilled
Palmer Schlesinger, moved to Steele hospital and attempson of the plaintiff. Damages to the ted to escape by jumping from the
window.
amount of $5,000 are asked.

Harvey House Changes.
THE
STATE
MOUND
and Mrs. Fowler of the
Manager
6619
Phone Black
Santa Fe, N. M.
Cardenas hotel at Trinidad, Colorado,
have succeeded Manager J. F. Smith-er- s
Death of Aged Woman.
at the Alvarado, Albuquerque.
Mrs. Dolores Atencio, aged 89 years, Smithers goes to Yonkers, N. Y.
died at Chaperito, San Miguel county.
Manager McFreau of the lunch room
at the Alvarado will go to El Ortiz
at Lamy of which he will be manager.
Rooming House Destroyed.
Fire destroyed a rooming house near
the railroad Y at Texico, Curry county. Blotting Out Albuquerque's Shame.
In accordance with the orders of
Chaves County Assessment.
the city council of Albuquerque and
Chaves county has Increased its as- urged by the police, denizens of the
sessment for this year by $300,000, Third street tenderloin district in the
Sole Agents For INTERNATIONAL STOCK FOOD.
riteking the total $4,850,000.
Duke City began leaving Saturday for
other fields, many leaving for El Paso
ALFALFA SEED.
All kinds of flowers, garden & field seeds in bulk and packafe
and Santa Fe. It Is understood that
Lynch Case Set for October 9.
"Jim" Lynch, who is accused of mur- the saloons in the reservation which
The only exclusive grain house in Santa Fe
dering City Marshall Roy O. Woofter have relied chiefly for their business
of Roswell, will be tried at Carlsbad
on October 9.
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THREI

IN TIME.

ous parts of the territory were visibly the normal temperature as observed ed to come back in their machine.
pleased at the report that it was in- - for 39 year3. The average relative They started to but did not get very
: humidity
Waiting aoesnt pay.
of course was high, 73 per far as the roads were so bad. So
deed general
they
' Cnt havInS
It 70a neglect the aching back.
been that of yesterday. trusted their locomotion to the train.
Autos Had Trouble.
a.
6
The'
m.
at
Urinary troubles, diabetes, sorely
temperature
today was That's why there will be one auto less
There was one set of men who said
follows.
HIGH
degrees.
in the parade tomorrow.
some harsh words yesterday, how-- ,
No matter in what way an old sore or ulcer first commenced,
backDoan's Kidney Pills relieve
ever, and they were the owners of' 0n Saturday the mercury ranged
from a wound, cut, or bruise, or from the ulceration of a wart,
whether
ache.
antos. Tf thev did not sav anvthine trom 66 to 70 degrees, and the aver- - JUDGE J. H.
KNAEBEL
or
mole, or even if it came without apparent reason, the fact
pimple
Cure every kidney 111.
was
relative
as
as
aSe
humidity
high
That Was Amount of Rain they had a right to think it. The rain
DIED, AGED 71. that it does not heal shows that bad blood is responsible for the place.
Santa Fe citizens endorse them.
had soaked into the sand and had,ss Per cenl- in Santa Fe During Past
Alberto Garcia, Gallsteo St., Santa
Another Honk-HonWhile the circulation remains impure and polluted, the nerves and
made a pnmnnRition whirh wan nlaln-- i
(Continued From Page One.)
Another
auto which got into serious
Fe, N. M., says: "I deem It a pleasno
tissues of the flesh around the place are constantly being fed with
ly inimical to the automobile tire,
Few
Days
ure to corroborate the publio state
matter how skilfully guided tne car;troubIe owinS t0 the bad weather is county and in the
unhealthy matter and the fibres are thus prevented from knitting tohe
plainest
light
Kidot
ana
Doan's
meni I gave in favor
on whlrh thev ran. In rrnslmr little luat ul
""'Jii. Me
showed
the
alof
and healing.
injustice
congress
Hammond
had
gether
to
Purify the blood and the place MUST heal, its
leave it
ney Pills about seven years ago. I WORTH
the autos would sink fast, and Professor
lowing this incubus to remain on this cause
MILLIONS TO FARMERS culverts.
been
its
chauffeur
wlth
at
S. S. S. cures old sores and chronic ulcers
removed.
but
Moriarty
found them to be an excellent remedy
having
Into
they
on
mud
j
side
the
and
either
deep
His presentation was so
- county.
and I have never hesitated to vouch
powerful indeed was the machine ;are ln hPes that the machine will ar- strong and clear that the committee because it is the greatest of all blood purifiers. It removes from the
for their merit when an opportunity But
which could extricate itself from the rive here today.
on territories decided to put a clause circulation every taint or impurity, and so enriches the blood that if
But the East is Hot.
Played Havoc With the
has been presented. For two years
quicksand like situation.
While
of
course
weather conditions in the statehood enabling act to re feeds and nourishes the tender, sensitive flesh, causes a knitting
Dr. A. J. Casner in coming to the
I was in bad shape from backache and
Streets, Backyards
are
now to show off move this debt upon admission of the together of all fibrous tissue and thus heals the place naturally and
not
ideal
Kid
just
when
Doan's
from
and
out
his
ran
trouble
city
kidney
Tesaque ranch,
aud Bridges.
Fe
Santa
at
her
still Santa Feans territory to statehood.
Book on Sores and Ulcers and any medical advice
best,
to
of
my notice,
gasoline and had to leave his maney Pills were brought
In the domain of equity Jurispru permanently.
take
with
Stoical philos
may
courage
free
chine to battle with the elements as
sent
desired
to all who write and request
S.S.S. is soldaf
resolved to try them. They not only
'
dence
Judge Knaebel is said to have
Once tnore the sun shines!
to rage two or three ophy remembering that it might be been without an
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO, ATLANTA, CA.
they
firove away the backache, but regu
stores.
drug
in
Souththe
equal
Since Thursday moraine, when a miles happened
worse.
is
The
not pleasant but
rain
from Santa Fe. His machine
lated the passages ot the kidney se
light rain fell. Santa Fe has been vis is said to have made a beautiful climb it is better than having the stifling west, and his death is regarded as a
cretions and toned up my entire sys- ited by showers and
which of the hills, however.
heat which now is holding sway in great loss to New Mexico whose cham- Fe has the best summer climate in Total precipitation, 1.12 inches; great,
tem. When my back hcs bothered me amounted to a totaldownpours
east and middle west. The list pion he proved in the hour of this ter the United States.
the
of
est in 24 hours, .42 on June 14; three
Bronson
M.
Cutting's
powerful
during the past two and a naif years, 2.34 inches which is precipitation
ritory's greatest need, knocking at
ot
a
prostrations from the torrid blast the
splendid be Stevens-Durye- a
The precipitation for 9une was only days showed more than one hundredth
made a plunge with
a deaf congress for admis
door
of
I have at once taken Doan's Kidney ginning for the
a
is
large one but in Santa Fe people sion.
rainy season.
six occupants in it at a few minutes
Pills and they have never failed to With
Only the other day a pamphlet, .CC of au inch and of that, quarter of of an inch, the 12th .32; the 14th, .42;
the forecast for tnmnrrnw nf before 7 o'clock last evening in an find the weather decidedly cool.
"
is
relief
a classic in its way, came from an inch fell on June 29 and 30, the the 30th, .38. Clear days, 14; partly
that
bring
'
Built Fire in Hotel.
generally fair'' and warmer weather. attempt to cross a culvert on College
For sale by all druggists. Price 60 the
the
press of the New Mexican , and last days of the month, that being the cloudy, 12; cloudy, 4. It is believed
Manager Vaughn of the Palace hotel
patriots who wish to celebrate the avenue. There were two well known
r
cents. Foster-MUbur- n
New Mexico's statehood cause record precipitation for any 24 consec- the month will prove a
pleaded
Co., Buffalo, Fourth of
July in a flttin manner are physicians and surgeons in the car but probably advertised this summer cli from the
utive hours. Since New Year, there for this city.
New York, sole agents for the United
legal
standpoint.
breathing easier and are looking for-- i no one needed their assistance. The mate as well as any hotel man could
has been an excess in temperature
States.
His Family.
ward with delight to the great De! car free from
when he ordered a fire built this
passengers finally
The Judge married in Brooklyn over the average of 1G2 degrees while POTATO GROWING BIG
and
name
Doan's
Remember the
in
fn
ball
the
the lobby of the hotel. Miss Susan Dickman
the climbed out ot the hole. The Stevens-- mcrning
Vargas pageant,
game
SUCCESS IN TEXAS.
take no other.
Pray. She died in precipitation there has been a defiaiternoon and the other festivities.
was heard from this morn- The weather was so chilly that the in 1S94- leaving two sons,
of
.08 of an inch.
ciency
and
Arthur
VhartonTexas,
July 3. While
was needed and that speaks volThe rain nlayed havoc with nnnaveri ing as
being in a ditch near the New fire
Ernest Knaebel. Mrs. Knaebel was
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Asherton, and Laredo have the
The maximum velocity of the wind
umes
for
un-- i Mexico School
Santa
streets,
Fe's
and
weather.
bridges
July
for the Deaf, for the
well known in society here and was in June was only 38 miles per hour, right of way with the Texas grown BerSmall Holding Claim No. 3241 013809 protected cellars-- .
Rain in Duke City.
best of roads seemed to have been
esteemed for her intellectual which blew from the east on June 27, muda onion as their greatest monev
(Department of the Interior
The attendance In the churches ves-- l unable to withstand the storm
It
began raining in Albuquerque highly
and
j
and the beauty of her while the average velocity was
attainments
United States Land Office,
was
so
bad were the their sudden crevices
slim,
only producing product, Wharton, Texas,
terday
in wait for shortly after ten lo'clock Saturday character.
lay
Santa Fe, N. M., June 10, 191L
8.6
miles
an hour, the total wind move appeals to the sons of the old sod with
"
roads and so heavy was the downnight and rained almost continuously
The Funeral.
Notice is hereby given that the fol pour at the hour for church services. the lightning conductors.
ment
for
the month having been 6,195 its potatoes. The farmers in this secuntil
after
o'clock
eleven
Other automobiles fared badly all
yesterday
The funeral will take place on Wed
tion of the state took to potato growlowing named claimant has filed no- At night the streets were in such over the
the
Most
miles,
of
time
the
morning.
the rain
prevailing direction being
city and in the suburbs, and
afternoon
at
o'clock
from
three
tice of his intention to make final condition mat the proposed union tne
nesday
ing three or four years ago and have
was
from
the
southwest
coming down in torrents, and by
skidded around made
way
and Mrs. I
made that town the potato cen.
proof in support of his claim under services of the Presbyterians and one's headthey
in
actually
time the sun broke through the the residence of
the
was
swim.
one
There
day-only
cloudy
L. Bradford Prince on Palace avenue,
sections 16 and 17 ot the act of March Methodists at St. John's Mothndlst
ter of Texas. Potatoes are shipped by
clouds
in
the
afternoon
lakes
Flood
18
were
great
at Depots.
days however,
partly the car load,
Interment will be in Fairview ceme-- j June,
3, 1891, (26 Stats., 854), as amended Episcopal church were not held. The
frequently in the early
The streets
to the depot and bayous of water stood in the
cloudy tempering the noonday temper
tery.
by the act of February 21. 1893 (27 sidewalk In front of that church was were in a more leading
spring months a number of car loads
streets
and
vacant
cellars
many
lots;
or
less
Venetian
were
while
eleven
atures,
classed
apwill
days
a day leave for northern and eastern
Stats., 470), and that said proof
almost impassable from mud and' pearance and Frank P.
had water in them, and everything in
as clear.
Sturges and
be made before U. S. Commissioner water.
NOT A DAY WITHOUT
and the returns are rapidly
and
Albuquerque
Bernalillo
several
county
friends
rendered great servThe average maximum temperature markets,
Juan C. Sandoval at Cuba, N. M., on
SUNSHINE IN JUNE.
making the farmers of that seotinn
Great was the variety of umbrellas ice to traffic by making outlets for the was soaked to the very core.
7C.8 degrees, the
was
minide
Garcia
Manuel
average
viz.:
July 17, 1911,
the most independent in the state. So
ana sunsnades seen yesterday not to currents and making the streets passCovered Wide Area.
mum 53.1 degrees and the mean was
Garcia, transferee of Alonzo Dunn, keep off the sun, however.
Merely One Was Cloudy While the
Trainmen
prominent has the cultivation of this
last
from
The
arriving
after
night
able,
heavy
hours
work.
many
66
dedegrees, against a mean of 76
Cuba, N. M., for the claim 3241, tract rain
Highest Temperature Reached
Belen cut-of- f
become in the Wharton secthe
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vegetable
that
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it
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Santa
Feans
many
evidently
Lakes
Spring Up.
grees at Denver, me mean relative tion that the
in Sees. 20 and 29, T. 21 N., R. 1 W.. by
Was Only 84 Degrees.
hours all the
and the man who has
place is often referred to
Like the stories in the fairy books, for nearly twenty-fou- r
6
m.
at
32
humidity
p.
He names the following witnesses livedsurprise
averaged only
Although the temperature
as the "Potato Center" of the south
during
in this country without ever lakes and ponds sprang up all over way from Fort Sumner to Albuquercent
for
atadverse
the
continuous
per
month.
mean
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actual
to prove his
so that the entire vast region be- June at Denver reached a hundred and
west.
owning an umbrella found himself in the
yesterday as though by magic que
was mospheric pressure was 29.85, the
possession of said tract for twenty a sore plight Some men borrowed and city
tween the Pecos and the Rio Grande at Las Vegas and Albuquerque
the
toads
and
hallea
frogs sang
years next preceding the survey of parasols from ladies and the
in the nineties, and broke records highest 30.09 on June 12 and the lowsight of lujah of jubilee. Their croaking could was soaked. From all reports the high
WOMAN CONFESSES TO
the township, viz:
in Chicago and other cities, the high- est 29.62 on June 28.
area
rain
one
as
man
extended
west
far
and
be
the
heard
going
through
for many blocks.
plaza
KILLING YOUNG MAN.
Ramon Garcia de Garcia, J. J. Sala-za- with a
Much
est
Fe
in
Hotter
Santa
recorded
at
south
temperature
and
not
for
has
Albuquerque.
over
shade
his head and
there
The cabmen did a big business, both
green
years
Pulidor Martinez, Noberto Gar- of another
The
was
month
84
last
been
and
that
such
a
of
the
summary
monthly
with a white silk one, the Morgan Livery Company and
degrees
s
precipitation in so short
Warren, Pa., July 3 Mrs Stella
cia, all of Cuba, N. M.
made people smile.'
only on one day, June 25. The lowest weather at Albuquerque shows that
having vehicles touring all day a time in New Mexico.
the woman arrested in Phila- Hodge,
Any person who desires to protest
Rain coats were of little value in to carry dripping travelers to their
temperature recorded during the during the month of June the total
In Arizona Too.
delphia upon her alleged confession of
against the allowance of said proof, the rain, as even they grew weary' destination.
month
was
43
on
here
to
IS.
June
1.12
amounted
precipitation
A
degrees
dispatch from Phoenix, Ariz.,
shooting Emile Amann. here on Janu
or who knows of any substantial rea- keeping off the fast
would indicate that the storm there There was only one night in the en- inches. The first heavy rain occurred ary 27, was
falling and steadWhat Statistics Show.
son under the laws and regulations of ily
brought to this place to
on
June 12. The precipitation for
The weather officials give the fol- was less welcome than in her sister tire month when the minimum was
penetrating drops which fell from
was taken before a justice
and
day
the Interior Department why such
above 59 degrees, and that was on Saturday and Sunday, July 1 and 2, of the
sky which plainly said: "There"s lowing statistics on the rain yester-- j territory. The dispatch says:
peace before whom she was
proof should not be allowed will be more where that came from."
"Lower levels of Phoenix were flood June 18 There was only one night amounted to 1.68 inches, so that the
day: Cloudy with steady rain from!
the
at
fromally charged with the murder of
an
opportunity
given
in
total
1
mini5
the
for
ed
from
entire month when the
a period of less than 30 days Amann. Mrs. Hodge has no
to feet by torrents sweep
5:45 a. m. until 4 p. m. with several!
Worth Millions.
e
time and place to
But in view of the fact that thei heavy dashes of rain. From 9:35 to ing down from the Phoenix mountains mum was above 59 degrees, and that ending last night was 2.80 inches, or hut was told she would be counsel,
the witnesses of said claimgiven the
was worth millions of dol- 9:53 a. m. 0.22 of an inch of rain fell ten miles to the north. Large areas was on June 27, when it was 61 de- practically three inches. The aver- right to a preliminary
hearing, but re
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal downpour
farm
of
to
and
land
lars
from
to
rainfall
and
10:38
the
for
a.
age
the
10:48
here
m.
0.44
Grand
the
the
grees.
of
Arizona,
year is from plied: "Why. I killed Emile Amann.
territory, enriching
of that submitted by claimant
There wasn't a day the entire month 8 to 10 inches so that a third of a but it was not Intentional. It was an
hay harvest and doing all kinds of an inch came to Santa Fe. Nearly half and Salt river irrigation canals were
MANUEL it. OTERO,
a world of good, even the an inch in ten minutes is going some. washed over. Adobe houses in the when there was less than 15 per cent year's normal' precipitation has oc- accident."
Register. vegetation
man with cold and wet feet blessed The total precipitation during
the path of the flood were levelled, and of sunshine and the average for the curred in the past month.
The uniform success that has attend- the storm and hoped that it would past few days up to 6 a. m. today was the storm did many thousands of dol- month was 64 per cent. The greatest
Weather summary shows the aver
It is worse than useless to take any
ed the use of Chamberlain's Colic, keep up, if not for his own at least 2.34 inches.
lars damage."
daily range in temperature was only age maximum temperature to have medicines internally for muscular or
has
Diarrhoea
Cholera and
for his country's good.
Won't Be in Parade.
Remedy
The Temperature.
34 degrese which occurred on June 25, been 88
degrees; average mini- chronic rheumatism. All that is need
It "Is this rain general?" was the first The temperature was agreeable, for Dr. J. A. Rolls and his son, Alfred, and the least daily range was 13 de- mum, 54; average
made it e favorite everywhere.
temperature, 71 ed is a free application of Chamber
can always be depended upon. For query Santa Feans asked each other the range yesterday was 55 to 62 de- have returned from the Valley ranch. grees on June 20. A study of these
degrees. The highest record was lains Mniment.
For sale by all
and those who owned ranches In vari grees, which is 13 degrees lower than They went in an auto and they start- - temperature figures reveals why Santa 98 on June 25; lowest, 46 on lune 27th.
sale by an dealers.
druggists.
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THE DOOR OF OPPORTUNITY IS OPEN TO THE

Young M en

of Santa Fe
:

:

and

Surrounding Country

WHAT YOU CAN LEARN AT THE

5ante Fe Business

:

:

Colle ge

BOOKKEEPING, BANKING, PENMANSHIP, BUSINESS ARITHMETIC, RAPID CALCULATION, SH ROT HAND, COMMERCIAL LAW, BUSINESS ENGLISH,
PUNCTUATION, TOUCH TYPEWRITING, MANIFOLD LETTER
COPYING OFFICE TRAINING, BUSINESS SPELLING.

W

THOUT

a knowledge of these subjects, or at least some

them, the young men and women
of the present day stand little chance of success in business life. Banking institutions, manufacturing establishments, wholesale and retail business houses and the great transportation
industries, all demand that the office assistant shall know these things and be trained to do the work
of

that is to be done.

A CHANCE TO BETTER YOUR CONDITION
DO YOU WANT TO ALWAYS BE CLASSED

AS A DAY LABORER, WORKING FROM SUN TO SUN FOR ONE DOLLAR PER DAY ?

Bookkeeper or Stenographer, working only six to eight hours and receiving FIVE
HERE

IS AN OPPORTUNITY to get the VERY BEST

RlKlNFW Fflllf ATIftN
I

A

taUWi ivn

THFRFST IS NflNF
lies with you.

Y0U SELF

RENDER

at your

door.

ELIANT-- wiII

THERE

,S ALWAYS

1001

AT

will enlarge

your circle of friends

'

and influence

THE TOPI

now-b- egin

SCHOOL WILL OPEN MONDAY, JULY 10,

Tite, Phone p

a good

1911.

Call,

HGIH SCHOOL, BUILDING.

Fe B 3s2ffless College,
f

7.
,

M'

President.

Office Phone, Red 195.

RESIDENCE PHONE, BLACK 91

'.

"i''

V 4X1

:

Make up your mind with the determinatioa and ambitioo
t0 ?0 10 the T0P of thc ladder and $uccess wiI crown your efforts
you CAN SUCCED
$
the first day and go every day until you graduate. .

TOO flOfllVFflR Villi

You can succeed if you enroll

IN THE WORLD

you would much rather be

;

PER DAY.

cause you to be more respected;
becone a foundation on which to build your rising fortune.

W,LL
wi

EDUCATION

DOLLARS

NO,

f i

f
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come of their own accord. They always come to those communities
which know how and do help themselves.

NEW MEXICAN

PRINTING

PAUL A. F. WALTER

Editor and President
JOHN K. STAUFFER,

COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
FRANK P. STURGES,
and Superintendent.

Secretary-Treasure-

THE NEW PATRIOTISM.
Sacrifice was the keynote of the old,
wartime patriotism.
I sefulness and service comprise
the new patriotism.
The final test of patriotism is willingness to give one's life for the nation, but it is easier to charge a bat
tery belching fire than it is to attack
an entrenched wrong.
It must be an outcast who does njt
thrill on the nation's birthday at the
thought of the brave deeds on its
battlefields or at the sight of the Stars
and Stripes floating proudly in the
breeze. The man or woman who is
not stirred by the martial airs that
will be played tomorrow must be far
cn the way to the land of silence.
But thrills and shouting are not
patriotism. Not one of the ninety
millions who tomorrow celebrate In
dependence Day may be called upon
to prove his patriotism on the battlefield. Providence grant that not one
of them need to shed his blood to save
the nation. Yet, every one has an
opportunity to prove his patriotism in
a manifest way, even here in Santa

r.

Entered as Second Class Matt er at the Santa Fe Postofflce.
Daily, six months,

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Dally, per week, by carrier
Dally, per month, by carrier..., .75
5
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail

by mail

$3.50
1.00

Weekly, sis months
Weekly, per year
Weekly, per quarter

2.00
58

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to
every postofSce in the Territory, and has a large and growing circulation
amonfc the intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest.

SANTA FE,

OF MARYLAND
WRITES AUTOMOBILE INSURANCE, PROTECTING
OWNERS AGAINST DAMAGES TO THE PUBLIC
through the use of Automobiles, and it is a very Important
and necessary kind of INSURANCE.

THE OLDEST BANKING INSTITUTION IN
NEW MEXICO. ESTABLISHED IN 1870.

COMPANY

E

..
- $150,000
Capital Stock
80.000
Surplus and Undivided Profit .

SANTA FE, N. M

GENERAL AGENTS,
!

Those

Cashier,

OF SANTA FE.

For Rates, Etc., Call On or Address,
MOULTON-ESP-

J. B. READ,

taOSeat,

P. McKANE, Assistant Cashier.
iA, manes,
THE HRST NATIONAL BANK

Fidelity and Deposit Company
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in all

on too

have been singing
paeans of praise to Francis J. Heney
because he cleaned up San Francisco,
will be surprised to read in an interview given out by him on Saturday
that "San Francisco is the most
city in the world. Vice stalks
the streets and the municipal rottenness is worse even than just after
the- fire."
Heney, Spreckles and Els
crowd made the same mistake that
would-breformers have made in
who

graft-ridde-

n

kinds of
bonds and
Baas and setts doanes- -

ALMOST A DISTURBANCE.

MOLOCH.
light district died without any signs
was a grinning idol of brass that of a struggle, other than a futile at- the Phoenicians had set up in their tempt to invoke an injunction in
cities. On festival days they half of one of the inhabitants of the
would build a fire under him until he district. The general order abolish-wa- s
read hot and then the Phoenician ing the redlight district was issued
mothers would bring their prettiest some two weeks ago, following the
Santa Fe; they attacked individuals;
babes and lay them in the arms of the action of the city council in 'passing
railroaded Abe Ruef and his ilk
a resolution that the ordinance
they
le.
flesh
so
monster
that
the,
metal
huge
The man who turns in a false as into the penitentiary, but failed to
and only death stilled the erning such cases must be complied
sessment, who does not pay his poll eradicate the vice that was at the
shrieks of agony of the little ones. At with.
"Denizens of the district have been tax or his road tax oivother taxes bottom of the graft. Heney now
the same time, the mothers brought
tnat are justly due, is not a natriot acknowledges that wherever there is
offerings to the priests. That was the quietly leaving the city for various
the
for
southwest
of
made
the
the
past o matter how high he throws his hat a restricted district, wherever there!
orgies frequent, parts
graft that
is toleration of vice, there must of
When a mother protested she was told week. On the El Paso train which when the flag goes by.
The man who fails to observe the necessity be graft.
that Moloch would get the babe any- - left here at 12:20 this morning, there
way if she refused to give it and that were probably a dozen women, pass-i- law, whether it is. a Sunday observor an auto-- ' It seemsall off with statehood at
addition he would send drouth or engers for the Pass City. Included ance, or an
mobile
who
or
totes
a gun, this session of Congress and while it
ordinance,
who
was
Leona
their
Grace,
in
the
would
crops
party
storms, if
destroy
and ships, and take vengeance other- - has conducted a house at 222 North is not a patriot even though he wears is a disappointment to every loyal
wise. When husbands and fathers Third street "for three years. The a uniform or makes a Fourth of July New Mexican,' things might be worse.
Statehood wouldn't bring any better
by oration.
were appealed to, they replied that it Grace woman was accompanied
The man who does not belong to rains than those of the past few days.
would hurt business to put away several companions.
abolition the chamber of commerce, or some Statehood could not well give the
Moloch; that the priests bought their., "As the result of the
for the public territory any better Governor or terrigroceries and their garments in the of the redlight, it is said four saloons similaror organization
gives some of his time and torial officials than are in office now;
stores and that it would be a terrible will probably go out of Business, good
blow to the town to lose their trade. Saloon licenses for this quarter, ex-I-t effort for the advancement of the it could not give New Mexico a more
was better to sacrifice the children pire at midnight tonight and it will community, can hardly claim to be a energetic or efficient representative
not be known definitely until Monday patriot, even though he belong to pa- in. Congress than it has now, nor
than to lose business.
Many American towns, including the number of rum joints that will triotic orders or though his grand would it bring better crops or make
Santa Fe, have their Moloch to quit business. It is almost certain, father was a signer of the Declara- it easier for the average man to earn
a dollar, although there are promotwhom the strongest young men and however,
that Badaracco's saloon, tion of Independence.
The man who sells his vote for a ers who see pots of gold at the end
sacriare
beautiful
and
Third
maidens
most
the
Tijeras, and Mori's saloon,
North Third street, will sus-th- e price, be it money or office or busi of the statehood rainbow. And,, after-all- ,
ficed in an endless stream, and when 213
ness, is not a patriot, he is a devilstatehood is certain at the end of
authorities are asked to throw pend operations tonight."
Moloch on the junk heap, the busi- How Ej Paso feeis about it, may be fish. The man who gives no thought June next year.
nessmen rise in anger and declare it gauged. from the following editorial to civic righteousness, who has no
convictions on political issues, is not
would hurt Business; tnat tne Keep- - m tne
paso Herald:
"We cannot make saloons pay una patriot, he is a jelly-fisers of Moloch buy their meat, their
not
district
the
has
less we transgress the law," said a
redlight
"yny
The
man
does
his
who
not
out
of
go
dry goods, their whisky, their shoes, been moved? The property owners in
frank saloon keeper the other day.
their bread from local businessmen; tne neighborhood of Broadway and way to do something' for the uplift of This seems to be true, for at Albuquer
that the keepers of the idol subscribe overland streets have everything to the community has as little patriot que four saloons have closed since
to the local papers and pay promptly, galn by enforcing the change. What ism as the oyster has backbone.
Saturday because the Red Lights
and even give donations to the church, is holding it back? Is it more of The man who does not plant a tree have
been extinguished. In Las Ve
when
or
he
has
the
give
opportunity
that Moloch would get the young men tnese .vested rights' we used to hear
saloon has closed and another
one
gas
a
to
some
helping hand
boy who has one
and young women anyway, for young about? Every man who rents proper-meis about to do so because Judge
and young women can be made tv to be used for these purposes is fallen by the wayside, who does not Roberts and District Attorney Ward
virtuous by law, as little as death vj0iating the law and it ought to be fight bribery, corruption and vice, has are
to it that the
could be prevented from eventually possible to purge the heart of the city no more patriotism than a dried and seeing
laws are observed, the
Sunday
prune.
getting tne children or tne rooemc- from tbjg blot."
of which is within the
enforcement
,
ians. Under this ghastly, specious
Every true patriot is a soldier for power of every sheriff, district attorwhen will Santa Fe men and
Moloch is tolerated and per- - en become tired of sacrificing to Mo- the common good; the duties before
and judge' who is determined
him may be humble but they are im- ney
mitted to inoculate not only officials joch?
that the laws shall be enforced as
with graft but the entire community
portant; they may lack being spectac- they are written and as they were
'
ular but they are necessary, if this intended.
,;.
with filth and disease.
j
REAL PROGRESS.
Vi
nation Is to survive.
churchgoers
Yesterday forenfion
evidences
of
the
is
Fe
Santa
proud
As long as
is possible, as long
were "treated" to the spectacle of of
Some people i, have a queer idea
progress and prosperity that are ev- as filth, vice, graft
two young men besotted with drink, ident
intemperance, civic ugli- about advertising.
They imagine
on every side and that are being
ness are to be found in Santa Fe that that if they advertise ice at the north
filthy with dirt, seared in body and accompanied
an awakening of civic
by
there are battles for patriotic pole or stoves at the equator they
soul, being dragged up Palace avenue consciousness.
There is proof of. new long
men and women to fight, battles just should immediately have big sales.
by relatives who had been on their
as important as Bunker Hill or Get Advertising is intended to create a
way to mass and had to turn back to ""10
f augurs tor rapm growm ju m iuiure. tysburg or Santiago. How many real demand among people who have use
f tkMO
,,Qi.. r.!
For
however,
Permanent
prosperity,
the way of the police. One was the
patriots are there in Santa Fe and for the article advertised, or to divert
must be greater development of how many are merely selfish, lazy.
son of a mother who had been desert- trade to the businessman where the
ed by her husband on account of local resources. One successful 160 cowardly jingoes and braggarts?
demand for his wares already exists.
drink. She had waited Saturday until acre farm on the mesas around this
That is the whole secret of success, in
Fe
or
Santa
even
in
the
valley,
THE MESILLA VALLEY.
midnight for the boy to come home city,
advertising.
mean more for the future growth
with his week's pay. Instead he of- The Rio Grande Republican of last
f ered it at the shrine of Moloch on of the community than the finest tour- Friday was the finest
looking and The Cuervo Clipper demands that
lower San Francisco street and when ist hotel. One hundred years ago there best edited newspaper that has ever some one else ,;than President Taft
more
the
lived
within
grant.lim- come forth from the Mesilla Valley. be. nominated
people
the money was gone he was kicked
by the Republicans in
out into the street. The other was its of Santa Fe than do today; there Its 2i pages were printed on high 1912 because on the day that Taft
a man with a young wife and two was three times as much land in cui- grade paper, were artistically illus was
inaugurated it stopped raining at
babes at home who expected him tivation on the Santa Fe- - river than trated and filled with that kind of Cuervo
and it hasn't rained anything
One
hundred
years reading matter that appeals to the to speak of since in that neck of the
Saturday evening with the Sunday there is today.
,
the next fore-- ago, Santa Fe had no large salary lists homeseeker and the investor. To Mr. woods. During the Roosevelt admidinner. Instead,
noon, he arrived home to beat them. that put money from the outside into and Mrs. Foster who are new to the nistration, remarks the Clipper, it
That man too, instead of paying his circulation; there were no large ed- newspaper world of southern New
grocery and dry goods bills blew in ucational institutions supported by Mexico although they won laurels in
the week's earnings on lower San money from afar; there were no rail Raton and Clayton, belongs gratitude
Francisco street.
The special edition STOCK MARKET WEAK
roads, no tourists, in fact scarcely any and
praise.
TRADING VERY LIGHT.
The New Mexican does not want to of the means that today bring Into which was issued in response to
to
of
anmorals
Governor
sacrifice
the
dollars
Mills'
this
Santa Fe a quarter million,
argue
proclamation for Post
'and AdMoloch, not even the disease or the'nually from the outside and yet, there Card Day finds it keynote in the fol- Damage to Crops By Heat
Blam- Are
Decision
verse
Court
filth of it, but merely the had busi was here more accumulated wealth lowing beautiful poem by Mrs.
ed for Stagnation.
ness of it. The New Mexican knows than today; more families who would
that those two besotted individuals be considered rich even according to
(By Special Lease(d Wire to New Mexican)
will never subscribe to the New Mexi- modern standards than there are to Mesilla's Valley lies a velvet green
New York, July, 3. Except for the
can, will never have any printing day. The reason was that the Santa Below in her rich fruitage and be"
staunch
Erie issues which, received
tween
done, knows that if they have credit Fe valley was made to produce; people
support, the stock, market was weak
elsewhere it is credit misplaced, for di(1 not JlV g0 mucn on and from each
the bills will never.be paid; it knows otber but from tne products of the soil Lie the low hills in loving, soft con- during the forenoon. The decline in
'
London gave a heavy tone to the open
"
mai mere are tnousanas upon xnou- an(l
tent,
which the market seemed to be
sanus oi aoiiars upon tne leagers oi loIt is to be feared that the new Santa Love of their valley and their moun- ing
unable to throw, off. The intense heat
cal merchants that wiH never be tak- Fe looks too much to the outside for
tains blent.
and the approach of a holiday kept
en off, for those who owe them, carry
when all it needs is to develop the
away operators;, and trading was dull
The
The
whatever they earii to Moloch and in help
lies
Crosses,
valley's heart,
sources of
that lie at the door.
after the first few minutes.
a gem
a few years will not be able to earn Economical wealth
use of the waters of the
Reports of further damage to crops
anything. The same businessmen Santa Fe and additional st&rage should Upon the valley's breast. A diadam from
the heat and the decision against
must then contribute to keep their
under cultivation in tnis immedi
Its old cathedral stands, from out the the Lehigh Valley In the coal rate
families from starving. Does it really bring
ate vicini'y three to Ave times the
case exercised a' depressing effect. De
past ..
pay?
The New Mexican will not argue the present area. Each acre that now Linked with the future and its shad- clines were extended late in the fore
a profit of $20 or $30 a year can
noon. Losses ran between 1 and 2
ows cast
question, or press the point that Mo- yields
points for most of the representative
loch is reaching out for the boys and be made to yield up to $1,200 a year.
ison me western slope Across
falls o'er the days to stocks, with the Hill and Harriman
girls in your family, and that he is It is being done
today
sues weakest. Bonds were easier.
come
certain to get his tribute from some- of Colorado; to some extent in the
The market closed ' steady. Final
where in your circle of relatives and lower Pecos valley ana also in south Crowning stern Commerce with her
California.
showed losses for the general
ern
can
done
It
be
here.
figures
friends, perhaps even from your
busy hum.
market leaders of J to 1
hearthstone, but it does insist that Five thousand acres yielding $1,200 a
No Chicago grain market, Holiday.
those of its own workmen who sac year would mean an annual income of And over all the turquoise sky bends
Butter firm;
Elgin, 111., July
rifice to Moloch are unreliable, do not $6,000,000, a sum so enormous that one
low,
earn their pay, are shiftless and tenth of it is more than is earned by To meet the sea of green where blos output 1,133,000 poumts.,,
Liverpool, Eng., July 3. Close
soms blow;
worthless and make bad citizens in all the people today in Santa Fe.
Coton spot quiet. ., Prices 6 points
The mesas and mountains in this vigeneral.
And still there are men and women cinity should furnish substance to a And ripened fruitage decks the sturdy lower., American middi.r.g fair, A1;
good middling, 8.15; middling, 7.93;
in this town who argue that Moloch million head of cattle, sheep and
trees,
must be tolerated; they are just like goats.' They would, under proper su- And bird songs mingle with the honey low middling, 7.73; good ordinary,
7.4V; ordinary, 7.22.
bees'
the superstitious and benighted moth pervision and in the hands of an enterers who take their babes into the prising people.
...
There ere ore and coal deposits Deep thrum, and gold of oats and FOURTH OF JULY FIGHT
smallpox pest house thaftheir babes
shimmering wheat,
might have smallpox early for they within a radius of 20 miles of Santa
AT SAN FRANCISCO.
are bound to get it anyway,.
Fe that if they were located in Saxony, Poppies adream, and thistles, bow to
But other towns are awakening to or in Wales, or in some other country
greet
(By Special Lcnsca Wire to New Mexican)
the fact that the support of Moloch where individual efficiency and scien3.- -f
San Francisco;? Calif., July
is bad business policy, that it hurts tific development are the rule, would Sweet Summer as she drapes her tenand
Wolgast
Lightweight Champion
.
der breast,
their pocketbookg, leaving aside the add to the annual amount of money in
Owen Moran, both trained
Challenger
Where
like
How
of
sink
we,
to
he.alth and morals.
children,
quiet to the minute
question
circulation many million dollars and
for their
fight
rest.
Albuquerque feels about it appears give employment to thousands of dill-gehere tomorrow, afternoon,' rested tofrom yesterday's Albuquerque Morn
hands.
It takes a few days rain to demon- day.
ing Journal:
Santa Fe waits for outside capital strate
Both are under the stipulated weight
to Santa Fe people how much
of
the
stroke
"Upon
midnight last to accomplish . wonders.
133 sounds at the ringside.
Systematic
of
scientifiand
the 'Redlight district of Albuquer
paved streets, crossings
development along scientific lines and cally
The betting odds are 10 to 6 in the
needare
graded
que, located for a quarter of a cen under ,
thoroughfares
would ed.
Gutters are filled with weeds champion's ravor, with 10 to 9 offered
tury on North Third street between do more.competenttomanagement
utilize the soil that and the
Begin
avenue
and
road,
surplus water runs over pave- he will knock the Englishman out.
Tijeras
Copper
lies
or is cultivated only ments, and
covers crossings with
passed out of existence, marking the in uncultivated,
manner; utilize the waters mud. Santa Fe has only begun street
Middle Aged and Elderly People. ,
most radical reform movement since
wide open gambling was suppressed flowing to waste; train the boys and work but the paving of the south side Use Foley Kidney Pills for quick and
young men to make two blades of of the Plaza and of San Francisco permanent result! in all cases of
in Albuquerque on January 1, 1907.
and annojdnf irregularities,
'The tiger died peacefully in Al- grass grow where only one grows to- street is an object lesson which
buquerque as the result of laws en day, and all the other things that San- should be of much value to the tax ney and bladder troubles, and (or
For sale by all drocstt.
acted by? the legislature. So the red- - ta Fe is working and longing for will payers of the city.

It
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The tall individual with the frayed
newspaper in his hand approached the
pudgy little man in the wilted collar.
"My friend, you look intelligent
Tell me which is correct flee or fly?"
The little man mopped on the perspiration and glared pitchforits. "Aw,
go on! What do you think I know
about fleas and flies? Go to some
natural history museum, beau."
"Pardon me, but you do not under
stand. I said flee or fly."
"I know what you said. Do you
think I am an insect factory?"
"No, no, my friend!
"Then what do you want to ask me
,
about flaas and flies for?"
"I only thought that you could enlighten me. You have an intelligent
face and "
"An intelligent face?
And that's
the reason I look like I study bugs,
eh? On your way before I bat you on
the beak."
And then the pudgy little man
mopped his collar and wondered
whether the tall chap was a lunatic.

I"

la ail

stocks

liberal term as

;er private.
few per cent

Liberal advances
of ftvestsok and fwedncts. The bank
Ms antraas in the banUnc lac. and aims
to the as Basra! teeatmtnt in ait respects, as is
; with
safety and the principles of sennd baaktag.
Safety deposit barer for tent. The patronage of the pnbiic is
sespeetfnBy oaMclUtl.
t
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The Palace Hotel
u

William Vaughn, Prop.

of the Best Hotels

One

rooms in surra
Cuisine and
Table Service

the West

in

with private bath
Large Sample

Boom for Commercial Travelers

Unexcelled

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WASHINGTON AVENUE

MONTEZUMA HOTELS
RECENTLY OPENED, IS SANTA FE'S IDEAL

COMMERCIAL TRAVELERS' HOTEL.

Thirty seven rooms, newly and neatly furnished,
well lighted and ventilated,
Booms en suite with private bath an I phone.

n

j

:

attao

POSITION WANTED.

'

worn-excuse-

transfer of

alt

.

g

customers.

aM

sett

I

1

Tramp

Say,

of

lady-L-ady

FINE SAMPLE ROOM.

the House

Well?
bark like a flog,
live In a kennel and
gives that pup?

fmecould

Tramp If
would you let
eat what you
ADVANCED

INSURANCE

CHEERFUL DINING
ROOM. FINE CUISINE

THOS. DORAN

;

RATES

$2.50 TO
$3.00 A DAY

Proprietor.

POLICY.

'

w

-

-

"No," says the man who Is being
solicited to take out a policy. "I guess
I've got about all the insurance I
can carry. Looks like a waste of
money anyhow to keep sinking it
into this game, and have to wait so
long for even an endowment policy
to mature."
"But we have a new form now,"
argues the agent
--

Coronado Restaurant

-

Short Orders run Day

&

"What is that?" :
222 San Francisco Street
"By paying four years' premiums at
once you become' entitled to an invitation to our fancy dress dinners. Prepaying the whole term of premiums
gives you a Season ticket tor t he
speakers' table, also.'
WILBUR D. NESBIT.

Hot & Cold Baths.

::

Electric Lights

LIFE

G.

::

Farp& to.

Wells

VERY SLOW.

Regular Meals 25c.

Night.

Furnished rooms in connection.

Proo

HERRERA.

Express

General Express Forwarders
TO

:

All

Parts of The World

SflVP MOflPV mA IncoBven'BC8

D7

Purchasing Woilff

IflUIKjr Fargo Domestic Money Orders, Travelers'
Checks and Foreign Money Orders

Paycble
Tltroufhout

II.

;

Canada, Mexico

llSSf
'"

REMITTANCES SENT BY TEILEQRAPM

j

-

J. D. BARNES, Ag&it.

-

the-ran- ge.

...

1--

i

slip-sho- d

ul

'

Migson

A

messenger boy has a

walk in life.
Digson Yes; but
one.

it's a mighty

slow

MULLIGAN & RISING

"i.

Rare Forbearance.
For any rural editor
A splendid epitaph:
"He never stole another's ituff,
"Not e'en a paragraph."
A Commercial

Mystery.

"The man who gets out this tobacco
is mighty liberal," said the smoker.
"Hasn't been giving you overweight,
has he?"
"No. But for a small coin he gives
tne a beautiful tin box. artistically em
bossed and decorated in . colors, to
gether with a liberal supply of litera
ture and fancy paper. What I dont
understand is how he can afford to
put in any tobacco."
Redd

Fashionable "Growler."

It is said an annual cob of
carriage varnish will Improve the appearance of a straw matting suit case
and make it waterproof.
Greene It doesn't matter aboutfthe
Waterproof business. When a man la
using a straw matting suitcase to car
ry home supplies they are usually in
bottles or tin cans, anyway. Tonkers
Biaieeman.

Too Busy.
"Dont lie giving me good advice
about being Industrious. ' I know
young fellow who came to grief by fol
lowing such advice,"
"How could that bar
"His father kept advising bint al
ways to be doing. So ha did."
K
"What dM tie dor
r
"Ho did everybody he eonld' and
then fce did time.

DIRECTORS

I FUNERAL
liibNMSO

1A8
A WW

RED

PALAOi
IAVK

Picture Framing Tastefully and Satisfactorily Done,

TakphoaofieelJS

SOFT DRINKS
E fcMff

arc

stnested to tie tirirsty

UaAli,
KCTEQ,

f fc

ext

LKSC5A,ir3C

WILI'aEtlTI
KLONDIKE

MMftfe

GX

FIZZ,

C6U,

;

:: x

K

Oeuulue Aztec Spririf; Mineral Water.
titttksMfefTM
fiiteres water
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B3TTUI3
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ERtrfcix

FIRST CLASS HACK SERVICE
:
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one of Santa Fe's prettiest girls in the
younger set, will leave for Chicago
MILLINERY BARGAINS
CO&
Wednesday to visit relatives this summer. Mis3 Cartwright v.ili be gone
and
until the first of September
E. J. Mead of the forestry service, Is will visit other citks near Chicago
ONE THIRD
at the Montezuma.
and the Great Lakes.
Wilson Mills will return tonight
On
of
Albuquerque,
Fancy Ribbons Flowers Veil
Harry Benjamin
from a visit to Las Vegas.
brother-in-laof Probate Clerk George
This Month Only.
Martin B. Smith of Las Vegas is at W.
Armijo, arrived yesterday and will
St. Vincent's sanitarium.
spend the Fourth with his family who
H. H. Conwell, of the forestry ser- are spending the summer with Mrs. i
A. JV1UGLER
vice, is in the city.
Your Patronage Solicited
mother, Mrs. Lola C. Ar-Benjamin's
of
South-Eas- t
Miss Jeannette Ward
Las Vegas
Corner Plaza
mijo.of this city,
is visiting Miss Carolyn Michael.
W: F.- Brogari, managing editor oi:.A..A4.4.,AA.A.jkA...AA..A,
H. W. Brown, th well known Den- the
Albuquerque Evening Herald and
H. F. STEPHENS, Cashier,
1. B. LAUGHLIN, President
ver grocery salesman is at the Palace.
city editor of the Santa Fe Pacheco's Meat Market Wells-Fargformerly
:;
'
milW. E. GRIFFIN, Asst. Cashier
John J. Fox, the well known
New Mexican, was in the city jester-- ' Office.
linery salesman from St. Louis, Is in day "visiting relatives and friends. Mr.
All Day H. B. Cartwright and
the city."
Brogan found the:weather here quite T5rnthr.
nil hnnlfC T .OA TTorsr-W. P. Reed, a music dealer o.f Ros-we-ll cold
with that of the Duke,Gra.n and Feed gtore ganta Fe Wa.
compared
and formerly of this city, is at
(Jlt- y- He was atxumi.ameu.uy Jirs. j ter and L,ght CompaI1y.
the Palace.
Incorporated 1901
Established 1856.
,
A Sane Fourth.
jj Miss Trix Piatt is visiting her sis tsrogan ana xney reiumcu name iusi
night.
will
be no firecracker noises
There
Wood
Mrs.
ters, Mrs. Porterfield and
Mrs. W. H. Cartwright, Mrs. H. P. and torpedo explosions to mar the
of this city.
B.
H.
of
Heizer, mother and sister
Fourth tomorrow, if the
of
J. H. Silser, a real estate man of and S. G. Cartwright of this city, will beauty do the
their duty, as is required of
police
Sil
Mrs.
Jasper, Mo., accompanied by
leave next Wednesday for their home them by the city ordinances and there
ser, is at the Palace.
in Chicago, 111. They have been visit--! is every reason to believe that there
William J. Turner, who sells heating
force to see
ing here during the last four weeks wm be a sufficient
fixtures and travels out of Kansas ana, Mrs. Hetzer saia, it was with re- - that these ordinancespolice
are gnforced.
J
Palace.
f
City, s at the
gret that they were leaving Santa Fe
Probate Judge Victor Ortega, of Chi- - with its beautiful surroundings and i
NATION BOILS WITH HEAT.
mayo, arrived in the city and is hold- unsurpassed climate.
tocourt
of
the
session
a
probate
ing
The lodge of the
(Continued From Page One.)
day.
Alliance of Albuquerque has designat- H. S. Hammond, professor of botany ea Messrs.
ranK a. anooeu,
reporte(i today as a result of the
at the New Meico College of Agricul- Montoya, and Rev. Epigmenio ;estoriare
Flores neat
ture and Mechanic Arts, is at the
to represent the lodge at the parade Driv'en
Crazy By Heat at Baltimore.'
to be held in Snta Fe on July 1, in
h
ELSE.
Md., July 3. The
SOMETHING
Baltimore,
FOR
YOURS
IS
Hon. H. M., Dougherty, attorney at
the reconquistador, Don Diego erature at noon was 93. 0ne death
Socorro and member of the constitu de Vargas Zapata; y Lujan Ponce de;was
rep0rted and one crazed woman
tional convention, is at the .Montezu-- Leon, will make his triumphal entry committed
suicide,
ONE WEEK
ma hotel. .
,
into Santa Fe. followed oy a brilliant i
19 ...
5
Mrs. Ramsey-o- f
Berlin, Germany, j retinue of dons, soldiers, friars and1, rhiVnp-ONLY
in mivi-it- miB
nrfrV
Mrs. Marty and Mrs. Lackey of Trini- retainers. Albuquerque Journal.
jtnis afternoon the government ther-Hoare
broth
their
dad, Colorado,
visiting
Squire Hartt, prominent mer- mometer in the street level showed
er M. T. Dunlavy and will be here for chant, political leader, wool buyer, jq2
degrees,
- .... .v
a week.
...
stock raiser member of the last consti-- ,
105 at Boston,
Sheriff Silviano Roybal, of Chamita, tutional convention and of the board
Boston". Mass.. Julv 3. The street
Rio Arriba county, arrived in the city of regents of the
thermometer at noon showed 104
yesterday bringing with him eleven Normal school at El Rito, will arrive degrees.
prisoners sentenced by Judge McFie to this evening to attend the Fourth of Albuquerque Claims to Be Cool.
the penitentiary.
July celebration and also a meeting
Albuquerque, N. M., July 3. With a
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Lee returned of the board of regents of the Spanish-America- maximum temperature of
i
slightly less
today from several weeks 'outing on
Normal school on July fifth. than 80 degrees and one of the heavithe Pecos. They returned abundant- Mrs. Hartt will accompany him and est and most extensive rainfalls during
ly supplied with mountain trout.
AND BUNTING
they will be guests of Mrs. Hartt's sis- the past 24 hours in the past ten
DECORATIONS
Albuquerque Journal.
DAY
ter, Mrs. V. L. Roberts of this city.
years, this section of New Mexico is
BE PATRIOTIC I
Dr. W. E. Garrison, president of the
Mrs. J. B. McGuinness, a daughter not suffering from the severe heat
New Mexico College of Agriculture of
Elfego Baca, wa;pperated on yes now prevailing in the East. 'Santa
and Mechanic Arts, at Mesilla Park, terday morning at St. Joseph s sani Fe passenger
trains Nos. 7 and 9 due
"His
is in Santa Fe.
family is at pres tarium by Doctor J M. Diaz of Santa here before
did not arrive
midnight,
ent In southern California.
Fe, and Drs. J. W. Elder and W. W. until 5 o'clock this morning, becauso
Mrs.'C. A. Scheurich of Clovis ar Spargo of this city.. The operation of washouts near Cerrillos, Santa Fe
Phone 36
P. O. Box, 219.
rived today to visit Mrs. A. J. Fisher. was of a complicated nature, the pacounty. Other small washouts are re
Mr. Scheurich, who formerly was in tient being forced to be kept upon the
s
ported west of here, delaying
business here, is expected to come to operating table from 8:30 in the morna few hours.
Santa Fe the end of the week.
ing until 12 noon. The latest reW. C. Reid, formerly attorney gen port was that the operation had been
TiTou want anything on
in
eral of New Mexico, was an arrival entirely successful and that the paNew Mex'can Want Ad.
Alrecover.
would
tient
last night from Roswell.
Captain
undoubtedly
Reid expects to leave this morning for buquerque Herald.
Hon. M. C. Mechem
returned to
a visit to his old home at Las Vegas.
jX
Socorro,
Thursday morning from
Albuquerque Journal.
Boiler)
Glenn D. Bradley of Newton, Kan- - Fort Smith, Arkansas, where" he had
The Pathway to the
been several weeks in attendance up
up bio on Mrs.
is, is in Santa Fe looking
un
Mechem, who recently
graphical and historical material about
Ceran St. Vraia and other pioneers, derwent an operation for appendicitis
is now making an exceedingly
Santa Fe Employes' Magazine.' and
etc. Renting)
(City Proper
recover . Judge Mechem
Is most frequently
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Bond, and satisfactory
was on his way from Fort Smith to
trodden
will
arrive Socorro to
by
daughters Hazel and Amy,
preside over the June term
this evening to attend the Fourth of of United States
scientific
court and had come
July celebration and will stop at the as far as Albuquerqiffe when he
of mediknowledge
Palace where Mr. Bond has already was notified by wire of Mrs. Mechem's
is
cinal
chemicals
reserved rooms.
illness. Socorro Chieftain.
The
Drugslight.
Miss Miriam Cartwright, daughter
Mrs. Henry Krick and youngest
of Mr. and Mrs. S. G. Cartwright and daughter have returned from their
gists themselves are
largely dependent
trip east. They were in Denver, Yu- tan, Neb., Ottawa, 111., Chicago, III..
upon the manufacand Fillesburg, 111. On their return
Santa Fe, New Mexico
Offices 119 San Francisco St.
for the quality
turer
trip, they stopped off in Chillicothe,
disof
chemicals
Miss
relatives.
H:
&
Missourf, to visit
Lena Krick remained in Fillesburg
pensed. For
to spend her summer vacation with
we use
her friend, Miss Martha Summers.
Chemicals
Squibbs
and
John
Zellhoefer
Miss Louise
Krick of El Paso are in Santa Fe to
only, to Safeguard
visit Henry Krick and family.
our Customers as
W. D. Shea, traveling passenger
well as Ourselves.
agent of the Denver and Rio Grande
, Kipe
has returned from a trip to Albuquerque and Roswell.
A. E. Buchert, a typewriter salesman
ONE OF OUR
BRAWLEY VALLEY CANTALOUPES
from El Paso, is at the Palace.
"Always Reliable- -

TRUST

UNITED STATES BANK

-

f

PERSONAL

CAPITAL 850,000.00

OFF

Business

Does a General Banking

;

MISS

1

-

Ladies
Neckwear

j

f

Style, Blegance and Work-mansh-

i

5

celebration!

IDeVAHGAS

I

Let's Pull Together

i

r

What you
save in buying

do our share.
I We will

i

Spanish-America-

n

'

are the distin
guishing features predominating in our stock of

DAINTY COLLARS

and JABOTS
RRICES TO SUIT EVERYBODY

temp-whie-

u

rhinn

White Summer Waists,

it
it

$1.25 and $1.50 Regular Stock,

95c

Look over the
Selection

j

j

at

I

Spanish-America-

n

95c

THIS WEEK ONLY. IMS

SPECIAL SALE

j

j

OURSPEGIAL

ip

15 ctsjo $1.00
t

f

We do not advertise a SPECIAL SALE without
doing just as we say.

2

n

TRY US ON THIS SALE.

& CO.

W. N. TOWNSEND

INDEPENDENCE
w

StLlufil

u
i!

i

BROS

'X XX

COMPANY

I

Real Estate

D

for-th-

ips

e

Surety Bonds

SS

X X

XXXXX XX x

X

x

'

You Need Them.

Midsummer Closing Out Sale

X
X
X

WHITE GOODS, LAWNS, EMBROIDERIES.

A

X

Grand Opportunity to Get Bargains.
DRY GOODS CO.

SELIGMAN

ADOLPH

those

XXXXXXXXXXXXXX3C

ct)

XX

SS

Until Summer is Over. Now is the Time

rug Store
whose

XX XX'X

X

JS

NO WAITING

east-train-

i

38

X

X

X

XX

X

X

X
X
X
X
X
X

X X

--

1

O. C. WATSON & CO.

s

5MUNE

CO.

Circassian Walnut
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL OF FURNITURE

that

reason,

WATERMELONS,

Butt Bros.

IN STEP SUPPORTERS

;

WILL HELP,

Can't

Be Beat.

SANTA FE STRAWBERRIES
AND CHERRIES

JOHN, PFLUEGER, THE SHOE MAN

:
I

yi

BERNALILLO

SOME SATISFACTION

.

APRICOTS

AND PEACHES

BUY YOUR

Our Stock nl WATCHES. CLUUK.S, MLVCKWAKC, WJI
OLASS, FINE CHINA and .fljWtsLKi w selected
personally, and we stand back oi every arucie.

IdUblejemerH.

C. YONTZ,

'Jf

San Fraicisco

Street

BLACK BERRIES
FOR PRESERVING NOW

They will not be cheaper but will

Cut Flower
Specialty

THE CLARENDON
Phone Black

GARDEN R. V; BOYLE, Mgr.
12. :;s.,,y

, ,,

.DAILY RECEIPTS

OF

,

Stores to Close.
The following is the regulation for
closing of stores and places of busi-

,

'
ness:
From noon on All barber shops.
From noon to 4 p. m. All grocery
stores.
,
From 10 a. m. to 4 p. m. Nathan
Salmon, Santa Fe Trail Curio Co.;
Hayward's Meat Market; Adolph
S. Spitz; Jacob Weltmer;
Brothers and Co.; Wood-Davi- s
Hardware Company; Singer Sewing
Machine Co.; W. N. Townsend; Santa
Fe Hardware Company; Julius Ger-de-

Vegetables
s. kaune a co:

H. Yontz; John Pflueger; D.

Phone Red 58

161-- Nitht

Why Import Mineral Water ?
:

WBE

UP

THOSE

DARK

PAUL P. LACASSAGNE
309 San Francisco
Street

Wttsr lieaWtani Pcrcclater

YOU CAN GET THE

:

Patronize home industry.

7

J.P. Steed & Son

;

of Nw Auto
"

rf

CARPENTERS

MAKERS.

made

SIGN PAINTING

to order

NEATLY

It Work Guaranteed.

DONE.

Phone, Red

151

AND

MIGHT
SOLE AGENTS

PLACES

Santa Fe Water and Light Com pa vo)

at

THE SANTA FE MINERAL WATER CO.
A Swell Line

FURNITURE

Leave orders

KAUNE & CO.'S STORE, PHONE 26.

XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX

AND CABINET

:

Celebrated Maiden Buttee Mineral Water,
All Kinds of Soda,
Special Hijch Ball Ginger Ale

FOR

Electric JrtnsTtatStay Hot
Electric Toasters

WHEN

:

Delivered to your house.

PAY

CONTINUOUS
SOLE AGENTS

Low-itzk- i;

Furniture Co.;
H. Pickett Harness Store; Delgado
Market;
Brothers Meat
Delgado
Brothers Shoe Store; John Dendahl;
Akers-Wagn-

It to Appreciate Its Beauty.

COME AND SEE THE DINING ROOM SET.

First Class Work Guaranteed

n

H.

You Must See

GO.

SKUNKS

bratlon at the opening of the Roosevelt dam in Arizona, and the other
will be Mr Lorrimore, representing XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX
the Sellg Polyscope Company of Chicago. This means many thousands of CARRIAGE & CAR PAINTING
dollars worth of advertising for Santa
Fe.
SIGN WRITING

--

.Santa Fa. New Mexleo.

Co.

post-offic-

go higher.
PLANT8, Fruit In Season. Wedding X
and Tabia Bauaueta and Decoration, ff
A
Funeral Dealgna.
Out of town order given careful attention. An extra eharg of 28c
. v
'
for paeking en ordero under t&OO.

Phone

from page one.

Offices Closed Tomorrow.
Tomorrow is a national holiday and
the county, territorial and federal
offices will be closeti all day. Sundaj
hours will be observed at the

...IN BUYING...

Jewelry that is Absolutely Reliable.

(Continued

at

ACKERS WAGNER FURNITURE

DRUGGISTS

TOMORROW WILL BE
GLORIOUS FOURTH.

...WE ALSO HAVE...

Arch Props and Supporters,

--

and Sweet

If Vmir Insfen is tint Strnnor

Elegant Styles

Magnifcent Display

'

Electric fStoves
v Electric Curling Irons
Electric . Chafing Dishes
.: Electric
Tea Pet? -

at the
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St, Louis Rncky
Pacific

pm

,

18

,

In effect Sept, 1st

am

7 30
7 40
05
8 20
I 35
50
9 )0
9 35
10 00

0

DICTIONARY

THE MERRIAM WEBSTER
The Only New unabridged dic-

tionary in many years.
Contains the pith and essence
of an authoritative library.
Covers every field of knowledge. An Encyclopedia in a
single book.
The Only Dictionary with the
New Divided Page.
2700 Pages.
400,000 Words.
6000 Illustrations. Cost nearly
half a million dollars.
Let us tell yon about this most
remarkable single volume.

(Read Up)

1910
12

STATIONS

Miles

INTERNATIONAL

RATON NEW MEXICO.

GENERAL OFFICES
1

WEBSTER'S
NEW

Company.

Railway

(Head Down)

FOOLISH WAYS OF
MARRIED MEN AND WOMEN.

Lv.. Den Moines. N. M...Ar

4
3
3
3
3

00
60
30
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j Fads for Weak Women

FLASHES

EDITORIAL

s
of all the sickness of women is due to some derangement or disease of the organs distinctly feminine. Such sickness can be cured is cured
every day by
Nine-tenth-

Good for Mayor Bursum.
Socorro Is practically sure of an in-- ,
creased water supply as a result of the V
steps now being taken by Mayor Bur-suand the rest of the city council
to attain that end. A cut already completed and a tunnel now being driven,
will tap the known water veins thirty
feet below the present level and is
sure to tap still other veins three or
four hundred feet further in the mountains. The undertaking is a wise one
and its success is practically assured.
Socorro Chieftain.

New York, July 3 How should one
choose a husband?
How may one
keep a husband?
These questions were propounded
to a charming and still young woman
who is now asking legal separation
from her fifth "helpmate."
Mrs. Margaret E. Fauser, heroine of
five marriages, was married nineteen
years ago at the age of 16, so she is
,
5 years old
but she might
easily pass for 30, in spite of the 18- year-oldaughter who lives with her.
I have been married five times,
admitted Mrs. Fauser. "I have di
vorced three husbands, been divorced
from the fourth and am seeking sep
aration from the fifth, but if you ask
me, 'is matrimony a failure?' I would
say 'No.'
Nothing in Living Alone.
There is nothing in life to live
alone.
To sit down by ones self at
the dinner table is worse than deathA woman needs a husband and children.
It is her life,
"I warn girls against poor sons of
rich men and against good looking
suitors. I had four of them and was
not happy.
"The attractive woman has little
The woman
chance for harminess.
who is not attractive is more likely
to escape suspicion on the part of her

JULY

MONDAY,

d

Bully for Baird.
Baird deserves what's
He has dug up and
coming to him.
collected delinquent taxes that were
becoming ancient enough to wear
whiskers as long as a Rocky Mountain billy goat.
This persistent effort of his at digging up taxes and
collecting them Is largely responsible
for the fact that Otero county stands
ahead in her percentage of collections
but not one single Republican newspaper in New Mexico dare compliThe
ment Mr. Baird for his work.
day of political reckoning, clothed in
sack cloth and ashes and belching
brimstone and fire is not far away in
New Mexico, when merit in public of
fice will count for more than pimping
for political pirates. Otero County

Collector

Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription
It Makes Weak Women Strong,
Sick Women Welt.

It acts

directly on the organs affected and is at the same time a general restorative tonic for the whole system. It cures female complaint right in the privacy
of home. It makes unnecessary the disagreeable questioning, examinations and
local treatment so universally insisted upon by doctors, and so abhorrent to
every modest woman.
We shall not particularize here as to the symptoms of
those peculiar affections incident to women, but those
wanting full information as to their symptoms and
means of positive cure are referred to the People's Common Sense Medical Adviser 1008 pages, newly revised
and
Edition, sent fret on receipt of 21 one-cestamps to cover cost of mailing only; or, in cloth
binding for 31 stamps.
Address Dr. R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N.Y.
nt

has been determined by the Survey
IS THE MAN. in connection with its topographic
-Harlan...
mapping.
Engineers and surveyors
6 00
94
Ute Par)t,N.M...Lv
Ar
Red Cross Executive Describes Per will find the bulletin of great advanpm
tage, as the elevations which havo
sonality of Now Famous Mexican
been accurately determined afford a
Leader.
JOonnects at Colfax with E. P. & S. W. Ry. train both NorthrandfSoatb.ZI
Maps
starting point for a survey of any
SStage for Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N.I M.I
"In Francisco I. Madero one sees kind that may be contemplated. The
Stage leaves Ute Park, N, M., for Elizabethtown, N. M., at 9:00 a. m, dally ezoep
no trace of the military leader," says elevations are classified as precise or
inndays. Fare te.uo one way S3.50 roundM- trip; fifty pound baggage carried free.
for the south at 11:11 p. in. arrives from It he
O. & S. train leaves Des Mclnes, N,
Ernest P. Bicknell, national director primary, according to the method
to at 4:38 a. in
of the American Red Cross, who has employed In their determination.
For
'JmT
k.
XaW
from the Mexican bor- precise-leve- l
returned
instruments
and
lines,
just
M.
VAN
F.
WILLIAMS,
HOUTEN,
t. G. DEDMAN,
der, where the Red Cross is caring rods of the highest known grade are
Springfield, Man.
V. P. & G. M
& P. Agent,
Superintendent
for Mexican refugees and wounded used, each line is run both forward
Mexican soldiers. "In physique he and backward, and every precaution
Advertiser.
is unimpressive, in manner quiet and is taken to guard against error. For
husband.
are
unaggressive. His expression is pleas- primary levels standard
"The poor are surer of happiness
A Good Thing.
ing and gentle. In conversation his used and lines are run in circuits or
than the rich. They have less to disThe anual report of the Mayor of face lights up and one see in him the are closed on precise lines, with an
tract them from home. Don't marry
Santa
Fe appears in the New Mexi- idealist, the dreamer. Instinctively allowable variation1 for error. For
ofwomen
his
in
a man who employs
Palace.
can.
Finances, Assessment, and one feels the absolute sincerity of the levels of both classes careful office
A. E. Buchert, El Paso; W. F. Reed, fice. I believe that it is a wife's duty
Tax Rate, Publicity,
City man and is prepared to believe him adjustments are made,
the small
Roswell; H. McGibbon, City; Frank to dress as well in the home as she Taxation,
Grant capable of the greatest sacrifice for outstanding errors being distributed
T
N. Tohkinson, Cedaride; "W. E. Gar- would in the street or the theatre; or Ordinances, City Budget, City
of
Woman's Board
his people and country. $ut there is over the lines.
rison, Mesilla Park; H. S. Hammond, try to make her husband forget his Lands, Schools,
Police,! no suggestion of the fanatic. That
While the topographic map issued
Mesilla Park; H. W. Brown, Denver; business cares when he is home, to be Trade, the Public Press,
tea, Arizona, Mexico nd to the Pacific Coast, via NEW
Water and Fire were part of the he is a man of education and culture by the Survey shows a large number
Mr.
H.
for
him
and
H.
Con
cheerfully.
well,
waiting
Albuquerque;
MEXICO CENTRAL to Torrance, Theme
topics treated upon and Mayor Selig-ma- is always apparent, and his use of of elevations, these are stated on the
Too Good to Be True.
Mrs. S. Spitz, the Misses Spitz, Berhas the following remarks- to the English language many educated maps only to the nearest foot, but the
"Married life seems too good to be
nard Spitz and Miss Anna Philipps,
on Publicity which should be Americans might well envy. It is im- - bulletin gives the elevations
make
to the
wife
A
on
air.
It is like living
City; Mr. and Mrs. John N. Zook, and true.
"and treated upon by the possible not to believe that he must third decimal point. For example, the
accepted
Miss Zook, City; Mrs. Porterfleld, Miss ought to get her full share of her
That will keep mayor of every incorporated town, have resorted to arms and warfare highest point in the state determined
Trix Piatt. City; Mr. and Mrs. W. F. husband's money.
with the greatest reluctance, and one by the Survey and noted in the report
village, or city in New Mexico:
women
from
any.
other
E.
J.
Schlott,
gettfng
Brogan, Albuquerque;
"In accordance with my promise questions whether he could control which is in the vicinity of Granite,
"What is my advice to other women
Merle G. Schlott, East Las Vegas,
one of my first acts and direct extensive military opera In the Canton quadrangle, (S. Dak.
to the
George W. Prichard, C. C. Pierce, M. on the subject of picking a husband,? was to people
OR
have the receipts and expen- tions, with the opportunities which Iowa), is described as follows:
There is ho
B. Otero, City; A. W. Otterstein, Den Do just as you please.
ditures of the city made public so that they afford for the play of passion and T. 100 N., R. 48 W northwest corner
ver; William J. Turner, Kansas City; rule to go by. The woman takes the
would know what use the selfish aggrandizement of ambiof sec. 19; Iron post stamped "YNK- Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Selsen, Jasper, chance, anyway. Women are intended the tax payers
and
made
of
was
their
money,
tious
leaders.
being
Tn 1343". 1,448.967 feet.
chance
is
their
J.
St.
for marriage. It
only
Mo.; I. Sparks, City; John
Fox,
ROUTE
re"Of many of the officers incommand
Louis.
for happiness, but as I said before, if I am pleased to say that monthly
are now being made by all city of the insurrecto forces which cap- EVERYTHING FROM A
Montezuma.
possible, choose homely men and poor ports
officials and although these are not tured
at
RAT SKIN TO A RANCH.
be
men
flattered
will
men
who
B.
W.
J.
Fairfield,
Juarez, a wholly different charGeorge
Fisher,
Is desired, nevertheless, acterization Is Inevitable.
Motives
R. G. Cobbett, City; J. Fred Fletscher their acceptance and if the woman yet all that
So is 3iot too good looking, so much the an idea can be formed by the public are too subtle for cursory discovery,
Devine, Texas, July 3. The town of
Albuquerque; H. M. Dougherty,
For rates and full informatioa address
reading the published minutes and but the impression one gains from Devine, in Medina county, has a great
corro; Mr. and Mrs. A. Q. Reed, F. better."
obtaining statements from the City observing some of these men is that mercantile firm which displays a sign
G. Brasswell, El Paso; F. G. Ring- Seven Divorces in One Day.
Clerk." Then followed:
C.
3
along the front of the buildthey are primarily adventurers, indid
City;
"If I
Rawjes,
land, Albuquerque;
any
Denver, Colo., July
El PaaoTVscaa.
"The power of the public press has spired by love of excitement and extending
one block, that reads as folF. F. Vaught, Dallas; Mr. and Mrs. H. thing my wife found fault with my ac
for
ings
to good use in Santa Fe and
H. Clark, Denver; "W. B. Hoag, City; tion, and if I did nothing, she found been put
change, or by an ambition for power lows: "Everything from a rat skin to
field of
or
The cessation of hostili- a ranch." That the firm carries everyCharles S. Rawles, City; Mr. and Mrs. fault with my inaction," said Harry this important
as tiesplunder.
and declaration of peace were thing from a rat skin to a ranch."
Albu- B. Hoffman in county court where he is highly and keenly appreciated,
F. P. Canfield, C. S. Quichel,
out
matters
to
in
its
aid
get
trying
not welcome to these men, and no one That the firm carries everything and
querque; Mr. and Mrs. I. B. Keller, was granted a divorce from Naomi of the
rut, and to make Santa familiar with conditions will be
deals In everything was emphasized
Pittsburg; R. E. Curry, St. Louis; Hoffman. He told the court that his Fe a village
city beautiful and one of law and
if some Of these rebel leaders the other day when a twin cantaloupe,
B. F. Thomas, Phoenix; C. V.
wife was a habitual scold and that
Rio
Invaluable."
has
been
order,
Brad-fielcontinue to be a source of disorder two well developed melons on one
City; Mr. and Mrs. W.
life with her was unbearable. They Grande
Republican.
and obstruction to the reforms which
City; Mrs. George P. William- were married December 1, 1901.
stem, was sent to this city. That the
Madero is hoping to effect.
son, Glorieta; E. J. Mead, U. S. F. S;;
William H. Kelley said his wif3,
firm Is up to the minute and ready to
and
was
"No
sooner
taken
Juarez
Geo.
BY
HEAT
W. W. Bennett, Newton, Kas.;
Iona left home a year after their mar- PROSTRATED
make two melons grow where only one
C. Norbeck, St. Joseph, Idaho; E. C.
AT GREELEY, COLORADO. peace in sight than jealousies broke
before was set out bohLy in a
riage, and that during the nine years
out between the Mexican insurrecto grew
Hamilton, Albuquerque; Mr. and Mrs. intervening she had been home only
to preserve the seed of tiio
request
A. L. Grimshaw, City; A. C. Chandler, occasionally.
Greeley, Colo., July 3 E. O. Martin, army leaders and the foreigners, who, twin melon for future planting,
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or
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as
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of
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C.
joined
privates,
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sugar factory,
Columbus, O.;
employe
of the "Everything lrom
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DolAmericans
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Many
gas; C. W. Moss, El Paso;
police court record. They were mar- critically
!a rat skin to ranch" beiisvln they
iver, Wichita. Kans.
He was of a bet he made yesterday over the insurrecto army were charged with might be able to do with cantaloupes
ried September 23, 1901.
Martin declared the heat looting Juarez after the city was tak- what James
weather.
Coronado.
given a divorce.
ReUy of Indiana has done
as his friends en and were forced to flee across the
S. Ortiz, Las Vegas; F. L. Menz,
Samuel Glener was given a divorce was not as great
with corn, sin 13 he demons'-wethat
to
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Paso.
other
river
ride
could
also,
means,
he
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'and
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By
Sandoval, Ribera;
Albuquerque;
from Josephine Glenner on grounds of thought
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which
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elimination
of
in
Al
process
W. Thomas,' City; John Rogers,
began
Greeley
He said his wife told him around the outskirts
cruelty.
ranks of SI Klk Detter ars' t"0. tnin 'tlOS(l
buquerque; Adolph C. de Baca, Acen-cio- n last March she was going East to visit fur coat and cap without discomfort promises soon to clear the
e
services dl,oed when one ear on a stalk was
C. de Baca, Denver; Silviano ner parents, but that several days He tried it and was nearly overcome
foreign element,
while the rule, had
welcomed
been
A.
as
thermometers
heat
the
joyfully
T.
with
;;j .t;,j...j,j ivijiiijjj
Fischer,
regis
Roybal, City;
City; later he found her still in Denver, and
th?re was fighting to be done. Any
W. M. Waters, A. C. Barber Squires, living with another man. They were tered 101.
"
sentiment of indignation at this ap-E. W. Yost, Albuquerque.
married September 24, 1910.
is
PROCEEDINGS OF THE BOARD OF parent injustice
tempered by the
Desertion was the ground upon
commonly accepted belief that the
COUNTY COMMISSIONERS.
PROBATION OFFICER CHARGED
Thomas T. Grindle secured a
which
FOURTH
motives leading a majority of the
WITH A HEINOUS CRIME.
July 1, 1911.
divorce from Mary Grindle. SeptemAmericans to take up the insurrecto
of
Commissioners
Board
The
County
of
date
their
1905
the
was
ber 15,
Fort Collins, Colo., July 3 T. E.
met in Special Session for the purpose cause were not wholly altruistic,
OF
There can be no quorum, however,
Leftwich of this city has been arrest- marriage.
Rose Craig was given a divorce of considering bids and proposals as that the reckless
of
these
daring
ed, charged with an attack on
from Charles H. Craig on a charge of per Public Notice calling for sealed Americans was a
factor in the
old Enid Cole. The warrant is swern
RATE OF ONE FARE FOR ROUND
proposals by the Board of County insurrecto success."large
of
to by Mrs. Cora L. Cole, mother
of
for
the
from
was
divorced
Commissioners,
purpose
Nellie Coatney
the girl. Leftwich is an attorney and Charles Coatney
on a similar charge. building three bridges as follows
From ail Stations on Denver & Rio Grande R. R.
ALTITUDES IN IOWA
He was
formerly lived in Denver.
One bridge over the Santa Fe
were married November 5, 1906.
BY GEOLOGICAL SURVEY.
bound over to the district court in the They
Lawrence B. McMIchael has insti- river on Canon Road within the limsum of $1,500.
The United States Geological Sur
The Coles came to tuted divorce
4.
Fe.
One
of
on
Santa
of
its
the
1, 2, 3
,
against
city
has just issued another one of its
Fort Collins in December to allow Nellie McMichael proceedings
alleging infidelity.
bridge over the Galisteo river near vey
reShe was
Enid to attend school .
6.
Mrs. Grace Emily Homes has filed the town of Galisteo. One bridge over series or reports containing the
larger than the other girls in her suit for divorce from Charles Sydney Galisteo river near the town of Los sults of spirit leveling in all parts of
class, and became diffident about at Holmes on charge of
and Cerrillos. Present. Hon. I. Sparks, the country Bulletin 460, "Results;
of Spirit Leveling in Iowa, 1896 to
The case was reported to desertion.
tending.
married
were
AuguBt chairman, Hon. Alfredo Lucero, Hon.
Eor July 2d, 3d & 4th
They
direction '
Leftwich, as humane officer. Shortly 4, 1893.
and 1909," compiled under the
Jose
Ortiz
y
Pino,
commissioners,
of R. B. Marshall, chief geographer,
after this the girl developed a tem
Geo. W. Armijo, clerk. C. C. Closson
Convict Deserts Bride.
in
with the state of Iowa.
Return Limit, July 5th.
porary illness and a certificate was
in
sheriff.
as
attendance
This bulletin gives the exact elevaCarthage, Mo., July 3 Harry Van
secured, excusing her from attend
biCa
The following
and proposals tions above mean sea
level of approxiing classes.' Mrs. Cole declares that Waringa, former convict, has desert were submitted:
Santa Pe all the way. ;
The
Vlncennes
a month ago her daughter entered the ed his bride whom he married June
mately 450 points in the state, which
of
Co.,
Indiana.
Vincennes,
Bridge
employ of Leftwich, it being her duty 13, shortly after his release from the
The Missouri Valley Bridge and Iron
to carry papers and hooks and run er- Missouri penitentiary where he was
Co., of Denver, Colo.
cornet.
a
for
rands.
the
mother
stealing
stales imprisoned
Sometimes,
The El Paso Bridge & Iron Company,
Not only has he left his wife but
the girl did not get home until 5 or 7
shout with him disappeared a cornet of of El Paso, Texas.
o'clock, and when questioned
The M. F. Levy Construction Co., of
this, said that her work required her Charles Lumars, leader , of the Car
attendance at the office. When unable thage band, and Jewelry belonging to Denver. Patterson-BurghaConstruc
The
to conceal her condition from
her the bride. Mrs, Van Waringa depart
7 !
named ed for Kansas City to look for her tion Co., Denver, Colo.
and
mother
confessed
the
girl
1911,
10, 11, 12, 13, 14,
The Midland Bridge Company, of
I
husband.
Leftwich.
Van Waringa's bride was Miss Kansas City, Mo.
Upon motion duly seconded the
Ethel Faskin, formerly a stenoHOTTEST JUNE OF
CHICAGO'S RECORD. grapher in the office of the secretary board took a recess until 1:30 o'clock
of state at Jefferson City.
p. m.
;
Afternoon Session.
Through the chaplain she sent Van
Chicago, July 3 This year showed
The Board met pursiant to recess
the hottest June Chicago has ever Waringa a piece of music and with
ON ALL RAILROADS
The average temperature the chaplain's permission he wrote with all members present; the board
known.
was 73.6 which is six degrees above her a formal note of thanks. More proceeded to examine the. proposals,
the normal.
Seventeen years ago music and more notes followed, and calling each, and all the representawas 71.4. The maxi finally the correspondence was allow tives to explain in detail their propothe
June
average
Write for Premium List and Program,
mum official temperature was 98.5, ed to go forward without being in- sals as submitted by teem; after the
but on several occasions the mercury spected. In a letter the prisoner pro- board concluded hearing the different
at the street level registered 100 de posed and the stenographer accepted gentlemen, and after due consideraB. McMANUS,
There were many him in another note.
grees or more.
ISAAC BARTH,
tion, upon motion of Hon. Jose Ortiz
:
deaths and hundreds of prostrations.
Wouldn't Let the Fifth Go.
y Pino, duly seconded, tie awarding
r.
Secretary-ManagePresident.
Kokomo, Ind., July 3 Mrs. Amanda of the contract for the building of the
GIRL JUSTIFIED IN
Jones, who has been divorced four three bridges, was given to the MidKILLING A WHITE SLAVER times, has defeated the effort of her land Bridge company of Kansas City,
fifth husband, Frank Jones, to secure Missouri, in accordance with the
3 After ref js- - a divorce.
Mrs.,, Jones was anxious plans and specifications as submitted
Santa
Miss.,
N.
.
Jackson,
of
July
Hilario
M.;
Garcia,
Fe,
Notice for Publication.
Teofilo Herrera, of Lamy, N. M.; Dem-eri- ing to Indict Claudia Battle, 16 years to get before the court! a letter in by the said The Midland Bridge Com(07533. )
to as the
Ribera, of Pecos, N, M.; Jesus old, who killed Joseph Mulkey here which Jones was referred
pany of Kansas City, Mo., for the sum
Copy to forest supervisor, Pecos,
several weeks ago, the Hinds county "boy with laughing eyes' and cunning of $7,000.00, for the three bridges, and
M.
of
N.
Pecos,
Lopez,
M.
N.
read
to
refused
grand Jury raised a purse of $25 to ways," Judge Purdum
MANUEL R. OTERO,
$8.00 per cu. yd. for all concrete put
Department of the Interior,
send the girl to her home in Georgia. the letter or grant the divorce. The in. . Said
company to be paid $750 adRegister.
V. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M,
It was charged that she was the vic case was withdrawn by Jones to be ditional for
'
June 13, 1911.
making the Galisteo bridge
' '
tim of the white slave traffic and that reflled.
.
75 feet long instead of 50 feet.
TO AND FROM ROSWELL-Connectlon- s
The
Notice is hereby given that Jacinto
...
was
responsible,
d
Chairman end Clerk are hereby
made with Automobile Mulkey
Ortiz, of Rowe, N. M., who, on June
- Progressive Businessmen.
to execute the contract accorddally.
9, 1906, made Homestead No. 9530, for line at Vaughn for Roiweti,
County Commissioner Alfredo
to law.
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Native $2.604.65;

strong.
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western
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western

$4.257.63;

7.60.
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the stockholders present. Pay ore is
being developed on the group. J. E.
Saint is looking over the Mangas Development Company's property in the
Burro Mountains and operations are to
be resumed in the near future. The
Savanna Company intends to prospect
seven of its claims at Chloride by
churn drilling.
Washington Produces Coke.
Washington is the only state west
of the Rocky Mountains that contains
coal possessing coking qualities, and
the coking industry of Washington is
restricted to a limited area in Pierce
county. Tests made at the experimental plant of the United States Geological Survey at Denver in 1908 showed
that a fair quality of coke could be
made from the coal mined in the
northern part of the Roslyn field in
Kittitas county (the only workable
coal in Washington east of the Cascades), but so far no attempt has been
made to coke this coal on a commercial scale. There are six establishments in the state and of these three,
all in the Wilkeson- - Carbonado field
in Pierce county, made coke in 1909
1910.

The total production of

according to the
Washington in
TTnftPd
states Geological Survey
amounted to 59,337 short tons, valued
at $347,540, against 42,981 short tons,
valued at $240,604 In 1909. Both in
in
quantity and value the production
1910 exceeded all previous records.
a gain
Compared with 1909 it showed
cent
of 16,356 short tons, or 38.1 per
44.4
in quantity, and of $106,936, or
of
per cent in value. The percentage
increase both in quantity and value
was the largest shown by any of the
states in 1910. The
large relative gain in value, however,
was more apparent than real, for of
the total increase of $106,936 in 1910
over 1909, $96,161 was in the value
of the coal charged into the ovens,
and the net increase in the value of
the coke was accordingly only $10,775,
whereas the quantity of coke produced
increased 16,356 short tons.
The coke industry of Washington
of coke
began in 1884 when 400 tons
were made in pits. The first ovens
were built in 1885.

Hogs
Receipts 10,000. Market
to 20 higher. Bulk of sales $6.60
6.70; heavy $6.55 6.70; packers and

butchers $6.606.75;

lights

4.50.

BASEBALL

jdwiCW

The prevalent modes in halrdresslng eliminate the necessity of the use
of rats or puffs. No false hair is required In either of the models illustrated.

STANDING OF THE TEAMS.
National

'.)

New York
Chicago ...

League.
Won. Lost. Pet
24
.636
.42
41
39
38
37

Philadelphia

..

St. Louis

Pittsburg
Cincinnati

.

26
27
29
29
38
41
51

... .. ......29
...24

Brooklyn
Boston

15

American

League.
Won.

Detroit
Philadelphia
New York
Chicago
Boston
Cleveland

'.

..33 .29
32
40
44
48

34

..
..

'

Lost Pet
262
22
28

47
43
36

.30
25
17

Washington
St. Louis

.612
.591
.567
.561
.433
.369
.227

.

.681
.662
.563
.515
.515
.429
.362'
.262

Western League.

Pet

Won. Lost.

...43

Denver
Pueblo
St. Joseph
Sioux City
Lincoln
Omaha ...
Topeka
Des Moines

and Friend of

40
40
37
36
30

...

..28

... ... ...14

WHERE THEY PLAY TODAY.
National League.
Boston at Brooklyn.
New York at Philadelphia.

ff

"

.

low-tari- ff

-

American League.
St. Louis at Cleveland.
Washington at Boston.
Philadelphia at New York.
YESTERDAY'S

GAMES.

National League.
St. Louis, 3; Pittsburg, 0.
Chicago, 13; Cincinnati, 3.

Detroit, 14; Cleveland,

New Mexico.

.642
.615
.580
.580
.561
.448
.418
.205

24
25
29
29
29
37
40
55

6.

Chicago, 6; St. Louis, 2.

Western League.
St. Joseph, 3; Des Moines,

1.

Denver, 5; Topeka, 0.
Sioux City, 4; Omaha, 3.

ioi..

1112. .,

:

-

mediums

16 17

1--

fine

LIVESTOCK.

Chicago, July 3. Cattle Receipts
m nnfl. Market 10c higher. Beeves
S4.75iS6.85: Texas steers I4.606.10;
western steers $4.T55.85; stackers
and feeders
3.355.50; cows and
heifers $2.355.90; calves $68;
Market
Hoes
Recelnts 24.000.
generally 10 to 20 higher. Light $6.45
6.96; mixed $6.456.95; heavy $6.35
good to
6.86; rough $6.S56-65- ;
choice heavy $6.56 6.95; pigs $6.10
6.70; bulk of sales S6.666.85.
Receipts 14,000. Market
Sheep

Finished

There are few girls who do not re-- '
gard their collections of fine scarfs
as among the most treasured of their
possession, and there are so many
occasions when these scarfs are useful,
not to mention the mere joy of possession, that a girl can always be sure
of pleasing her young friends by gifts
of attractive scarfs, especially if they
are unique or In the very latest
fashion.
'
Among the most charming new
scarfs which a girl who is a good
needlewomen may make are those of
chiffon, finished with a narrow ruffle
of the same, which Is set on with
hemstitching. The scarfs are of raln- bow chiffon In the loveliest shades.
ranging from white to quite deep
tints. They are long and wide and
are so picturesque as to prove an addition to any toilette. One of American Beauty tints, shading to the faintest pink, was especially lovely. The
ruffle which edged the scarf was not
more than five Inches wide.
While
hemstitching around the edges makes
the scarf more valuable as a gift, it
does not add to Its picturesqueness,
and a girl vho is an adept at hemstitching but who can do fine plain
sewing may omit the hemstitching and
still produce a highly attractive scarf.
Another style of scarf which is
much admired at the moment, and
which has genuine beauty that will
keep It popular among persons of
taste for a long time is the beaded
chiffon scarf with gathered ends.
These scarfs are made of chiffon, but
In the plain colors, and they are
beaded or In the colored crystal beads.
Some of them have quite heavy de
signs carried out In subtle shades of
color on backgrounds of white or pale
toned chiffons. The ends are gathered to a point and finished with tas
sels of knotted silk and beads. Some
times larger beads are used for these
tassels than those employed on the
scarf, while on other scarfs a great
many of the strands of small 'beads

ARTIFICIAL

Mocnnir Hull nt
m.
MAKE GUEST ROOM PLEASANT
CHAS. A. WHEELON. E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, recorder.
Easily Done if a Little Thought Is De
voted to Its Appearance and
Santa Fe T.odge of
Perfection No. 1. 14th
Furnishings.
degree. Ancient and Acvisits are , so
Now, when week-encepted Scottish Rite of
universal, even the most retiring famFree Masonry meets on
ilies are apt to find frequent use for the third Monday of each month
their guest room.
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
the
Fortunately,
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
spare" room is a thing of the past
cotlsh Rite Masons are corAnd well it is so. Ouests are no long- Visiting f
to attend.
er left to shiver in its closed and un- dially invited
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, 32.
friendly shadows, nor to gaze In. disVenerable Master.
tress upon the horrors of photographlo
art which haunted its walls, nor to toss HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32
Secretary.
in despair upon Its more or less fur
rowed bed.
B. P O. E.
The metamorphosis of the "spare"
Santa Fe Lodge No.
room into the guest room is only an460, B. P. O. E. holds
other of the delightful Improvements
its regular session on
of modern life. The modern room has
the second and fourth
now become a thing of joy. A clever
of each
Wednesday
hostess, Instead of making It a remonth. Visiting brothceiving room for every family horror,
ers are invlteu and
now strives to fill it with all that is
welcome.
soothing and artistic.
A charming scheme for such a room
CARL A. BISHOP.
is In mauve and gray. The paint J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler,
should be of ivory and the faintly patSecretary.
terned paper have a frieze of drowsy
mauve popples and the rug have cream
and mauve tones.
This scheme is not so expensive as
one might think, for good mauve and
green pottery can be had at low prices,
while mauve
and
chintzes are easy to get.
Independent Order of Beavers.
Little landscapes, which torn In wtth
Santa Fe Dam No. SO, I. O. B. holds
the color scheme, should be hung on Its regular sessioD at 8 p. m. Meeting?
the walls in narrow or silver frames. first and third
Friday. Visiting Broth
A
writing desk, with ers are always welcome.
dainty stationery, is a necessity of
GEO. W. PRICHARD.
every guest room, as well as a little
President
sg,
.framed card stating post and meal
C. J. NEIS,
hours.
Secretary.
There should be plenty of room
with the household
F. W. FARMER
so that a guest may place her own
Homestead No.
belongings about her and feel instant
2879.
ly at home. Then flood the room with
of
Brotherhood
sunshine, and you have a guest room
full of enticement and charm, Instead
American Yeomen
of the bleakness of the
Meets
Secon'
spare room, where one's friendship
and Fourth Thurs
was sorely strained if one stopped
Delgado's
days,
longer than a night.
Hall. H. Foreman,
C. G. Richie, Cor.
FOR THE YOUNG GIRL
Sec. Mrs. Daisy

;K

unrysantnemums,

San Francisco street

D. S.

THE VAUGHAN RANCH
(Old

Sparks Ranch)

'..WSB&SL
Open May 15th for the Fishing Season
Best of Food
Cold

Best of Beds

Pure Spring Water

No Invalids

S15

Pecos and Mora Rivers, Holy Ghost, Willow and Bear Creeks
,.' Telegraph Glorieta

Write Pecos

WOOD-DAV-

Distributors

Awning

Tfce woman of today who has good
health, good temper, good sense.
bright eyes and a lovely complexion.
the result of correct living and good
digestion, wins the admiration of the
If your digestion is faulty
world.
Chamberlain's Stomach and "Liver
Tablets will correct it. For sale by
all dealers. '

. EVER PUT UP

SUMMER TOURIST RATES
FHiSTn
SANTA FE, N. M., TO

'

bric-a-bra- c,

St. Louis,

-

New York,

Boston,

W.

A.

meets second Tuesday each month, so
cial meeting third
at Elks
Tuesday
Hall. Visting neigh

If yon want anything on earth

a New

Mexican

want Ad.

trj

$64.95

-

Denver,!- -

76.35

Colorado Sp'gs,

nm

im

v

21.10

--

44

18.15
a

10.

Fiiewo,

a
tm

TO MANY OTHER PRINCIPAL POINTS IN
THE UNITED STATES, CANADA and MEXICO

LIBERAL LIMITS AND STOP - OVER PRIVILEGES.

H.

For further particulars, see any Santa Fe Agent.
.
SANTA FE, N. M
S. LUTZ, Agent,

bors welcome.

CHaS.

A. G. WHITTIER,
A. RISING, Clerk.

PROFESSIONAL

Consul

IRA MORGAN

CARDS

TTORNEYS AT LAW

Successor to B. P. Williams

HOLT & SUTHERLAND

LIVERY

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in tie Dlstrl t Court as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
New Mexico.
Las Cruces.
C. W. G. WARD

Territorial District Attorn y
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,
Chas. R. Easley
Chas. F. Easley.
EASLEY A EASLEY.
Attorneys at Law.
Practice in the courts and before
Land Department
Land grants and titles examined.
Santa Fe, N. M., branch Office Estan-cia- ,
N. M.

have purchased the entire stock of horses & equipment formerly
owned by B. P. Williams and will continue to operate it as a FIRST
CLASS LIVERY where we will be ready at all times of day or nif ht
to furnish you with any kind of a rig you may want. I will
I

endavor to give prompt and efficient service
:
:
::
our patronage.

hlgh-waist-

Phone

G. W. PRICHARD

Attorney and Counsellor at Law
Practice In all the District Court
and given special utteitton to esses
before the Territorial Supreme Court
Office: Laughlin Blk, Santa Fe, N. M
HARRY D. MOULTON
Attorney-at-La-

Santo Fe.

N. M.

Formerly Special Agent, G. V. O.
Land Claims and Contests a Specialty
WILLIAM MeKEAN
Attorney-at-La- w

Mining and Land
Taos,

n

'

Law.
New Mexico.

PROBERT A COMPANY

Investments
Laids, Mines, Bonds A Stocks.
Money Leaned for Investors
We hare for sale general stocks of
Merchandise, Retail Lumber Yard

::

Santa Fe, N. M

139 Red

E. C. ABBOTT

Practice in the District and SuPrompt and careful
preme Courts.
attention given to all business.
New Mexico
Banta Fe.

aid trust to merit

AT 310 SAN FRANCISCO ST,

Attorney-at-La-

dark-colore-

g'

Buffalo,-

44.35

mm
--

LOW RATES

N.

13514,

$50.35

Chicago,

Santa Fe camp

A simple little dress such as this
might be made In any fine woolen
material.
The skirt is slightly
and gathered into a band of galloon;
another band draws the fulness in
Windsor scarf that is tied in a dou- below knees; the lower part la then
'
set plainly to band.
ble bow.
The Magyar bodice has a square
A parasol to match this combination is one of the new productions, lace yoke outlined with galloon; the
alternate panels being of the plain material is gathered to ft; the sleeves
are drawn up to bands, which have
and striped silk.
lace cuffs set to them.
'
Materials required; 5 yards 46
Bowknot of Brilliants.
inches
of
yard
wide, 4 yards galloon,
brilliants
are
Bowknots
mart Indeed and have supplanted the lace.
pearl brooch of other days. They are
Hand Embroidery.
shown with a background of black or
d
When making pieces of hand c
velvet, or a heavy corded
silk. Some have the center of the broidery try adding a mark of your
ribbon done in blue enamel with a own. Smalt cross stttcn designs are
row of the brilliants Just on the edge. pretty and not too noticeable.
A DISTANT DAY.
"When I awake in the morning, the
first
thing I do Is to congratulate my
When hippos flit from bloom to bloom
self upon the fact that I have lived to
And sip the honey there,
see another day."
When light no longer pierces slooa
And tramps pay railroad fare;
"I don't The first thing I do when
I awake in the morning is yawn and
'When elephants, with airy trace,
'
wish I didn't have to get up for an
Trip sally to and fro
v
trees displace
other hour."
kSad
AH others here below;
Was a Terror.
Whn pigs have lovely maimers whlok
Conceited Fop I warn you to be
They show while at their teed.
And ohisre bite no longer itch
ware of me for they say I am a dan
And. chauffeurs never speed,
gerous man with the ladies.
Debutante Do you really dance as
(Why, then. I gases, wlO woman ores
i la sweet
simpttottr
as that TMeggendorf er
awkwardly
jAod rasbioa wutao mete obsess
money-bearin-

AWNING

BEST

THE

s,

selves accordingly.
JOHN K. STAUFFER,
Secretary.
Santa Fe, N. M., June 26, 1911.'

of

The Walger
New Model

'

'

23, 1911.

Company

d

6--

VICTORIANO CASADOS,
Constable, Precinct No. 17, County of
Santa Fe.

IS

Hardware

14-1- ..

rendered.

a Week

green-patterne- d

violets, carna

four-ln-han-

TYPEWRITERS.

Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platens furnished. Ribbons and supplies.
Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone 231.

There Is one medicine tSfct every
Store room on lower family should be provided with, and

FOR RENT

d

to

tions, poinsettla, all the lovely flowers
favored by fashion, are reproduced
this season in artificial form. Not
only are they perfect in appearance,
Coast League.
but they are scented. Thus, the wom
Los Angeles, 11-San Francisco, an who has all her gowns, laces, furs,
v.'
etc., fragrant of violets may wear her
favorite flower of a much more lasting
Oakland,
Vernon,
nature than those nature offers her,
Sacramento.
Portland,
redolent, too, of sweet perfume.
This custom of reproducing the
n Justice of Peace Court, Precinct 17.
beauties of nature's flowers by artifiTERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO, )
cial means Is no modern one. In the
Defendant. )
tombs of the Egyptians artificial flowA writ of attachment having been ers were discovered, made out of dyed
sued out in the above entitled cause linen.
Although they had lain for
8,000 years, they kept some semblance
COUNTY OF SANTA FE.
of their original appearance.
)
Bond & Nohl Company,
In the Rococo days, when all lux
)
ury was carried to a pitch of extravaPlaintiff, )
vs.
gance, elegant ladies preferred imita
...
) Notice
tion flowers to real ones. A famous
Ed. Sullivan,
)
in the above named court, and the fol- artist in artificial flower making was
lowing property, to wit; a certain engaged to give Marie Antoinette and
wagon, the property of the defendant, her ladles lessons in his art.
having been duly attached under said
Red to Be Worn.
writ, and the defendant .not having
There are indications that conbeen found so that a summons can be
served on him; notice is hereby given siderable red of a bright hue will he
unless the said defendant appear be worn during the coming spring, parIn connection with black and
fore the Justice of the Peace, Jose ticularly
This gay note Is in evidence
Ma. Garcia, at his office, In the above white.
new neckwear. Windsors and
named precinct and county, on the in the
to be worn with em21st day of August, 19lf, at the hour
broidered linen collars, are shown in
of 10 a. m. on said day, to make an
scarlet silk with a-- border of black
swer to said cause and said writ, and white. Sometimes .the border
judgment will be rendered against consists of a narrow frill which finhim and the said property sold to pay ishes the bias ends of a natty
the debt for which judgment may be
again It is a broad band on a

tract Jobs, 300 students last year.
Catalogue free. United TraCe School
Contracting Co., Los Angeles.

P- -

FLOWERS

Women of Fashion Prefer Them
the Real Thing In the Way
of Posies.

American Association.
Louisville, 1; St. Paul, 4.
Toledo, 7; Minneapolis, 6.
Kansas City,
Indianapolis,
Columbus, 4; Milwaukee, 8.

June

...IT

.

Are

Effects

New

of Chiffon,
With Ruffle.

aji5

Secretary.

Farmer.

V

western

Charming

Those Made

LIKE

3.

STOCKHOLDERS MEETING.
The regular annual meeting of the
MONEY AND METALS.
New York, N. Y., July 3. Lead dull, stockholders of: the New Mexican
Company will be held at the
$4.4B4.50; Standard copper weak; Printing
office of the company in the city of
Spot and September, J12.2012.8O; Santa Fe at 7:30
o'clock p. m. on Mon
silver, 52
day, July 10th, 1911. All stockholders
WOOL MARKET.
will take notice and govern them
Louis, July 3. Wool weak; termediums

Most

are gathered together to make the
heavier strands for the tassel.

Southern League.
New Orelans, 4; Birmingham,
Mobile, 5; Montgomery, 2.
Memphis, 3; Atlanta.

MARKETJtEPORT

fln

USEFUL AND PRETTY SCARFS

SMISBiWV'-

WANTS

FOR SALE Seven room
house
bath, electric light, fine lawn, fifty
fruit trees. 216 Montezuma avenue.

Lowitzki. especially daring the summer months
vi?, Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and
WANTED Men and coys in Los Diarrhoea Remedy.
It is almost cerSanta Fe Commanders
Small pay but can learn tain to be needed.
It costs but a
No. 1, K. T. Regular Angeles.
of
conclave fourth Mon trade
automobiles,
electricity, quarter. Can you afford to be without
For sale by all dealers
day in each month at plumbing, bricklaying on actual con it?

ARTHUR SEL1GMAN,

The statement by Senator Penrose,
chairman of the finance committee,
at the
that the tariff will be revised in
line
is
regular session of Congress
with fidelity to party principles and
party policy.
Penrose comes from a hignSenator
.
alwaVS
,
has
nnncivlvanla
larm biuic. i
rolled up big majorities for the party
of
of protection and mainly because
howMr.
Penrose,
that protection.
of
ever, believes that it is the duty the
follow
to
statesmen
Republican
Relead of a president elected by the to
is
he
willing
and
publican party,
submerge his own personal feelings
and even, endanger his own standing
element by rewith the high-taristanto
the
Republican
maining loyal
dard bearer.
In a way, the situation in Pennsyl
vania is no different from the situation in Iowa, Wisconsin, and other
Western states. In the West, there
Is some disposition to have the tariff
In Pennsylvania,
revised radically.
rethere is a disposition to have ite
statesman-likThe
is.
main as it
course of President Taft has been toward getting at the truth. It was to
determine whether or not there are
and
injustices In the present tariff,found,
to correct those that may be
that he urged, and Republicans and
esmany Democrats supported, the
tablishment of a tariff board.
Mr. Penrose feels that as President
of the United States Mr. Taft should
be loyally supported by the members
The Penn.. of his party in Congress.
sylvania Senator probably has little
sympathy with reciprocity or with
tariff revision, but is willing to sup
port President Taft in paving the way
tor a scientific revision that will wipe
out any injustices. Incidentally, the
maner in which he Is conducting the
fleht for reciprocity should be a les.
son to the
. Republicans who,
'now that they have their opportunity
are opposing the President.
President Taft is fortunate In hav
ing In the Senate as the majority
leader a Republican who is ao loyal
and so capable as Senator Penrose.
Washington, D. C, Post '

St

convocation second
Monday of each moatt
at Masonic Hail a"
7:30 p. m.
JOHN H. WALKER.
H. P.

Sheep
Receipts 9,000. Market
10 to 15 higher.
Muttons $34.25;
lambs $67.25; fed wethers and yearlings $3.75 5; fed western ewes $2.50
.

for-an-

ritory and

Santa Fe Chapter No
Regular

1, R. A. M.

$6.60

6.75.

The Liaht of Reason.
We don't know but it seems that
,r otatchood workers, both
remained at
against, had Just as well
home and let cumsnoe Aimiewo
his way all the way. He is it any
way. Otero County Advertiser.

;

New Mexico.

Taos,

Montezuma
Lodge
DR. C. M. RILEY,
No. 1, A. F. & A. M
Regular communl Veterinary of Physician and Surgeon.
McKillep's
Veterinary
cation first Monda;. Graduate
of each month at Coliege of Chicago.
Work of All Kinds Solicited.
Masonic - Hall at
Dentistry a Specialty
7.S0.
Office: East side of plaza, corner
H. H. DORMAX,
Master of Frisco and Shelby Sts.
Phone Red 138.
CHAS. E. LINNET!. Secreta.T.

15

POLITICS ANDPOLITlClMiS

A Loyal Republican

cot-jtag-

MASONIC.

pts

4.75.

coke in

1910

FOR RENT Six roomed brick
and other Business Opportunities
Bath, range, light. O. C. Wat.
throughout Taoi county.
son & Co.
Bank References Furnished

Fraternal Societies

Kansas City, July 3.
13,000.
Market strong to 10c
i higher.
Native steers $5.25 6.60;
southern steers $45.60;
southern
cows and heifers $2.754.50; native
cows and heifers $2.506.25; stock-er- s
and feeders $3.505.40; bulls $3
4.75; calves $47; western steers
$4.606.25; western cows $2.75
Cattle-Re-cei-

Grant County.
The Gold Frog Mining Company operating a group of claims in Gold
Gulch, Grant county, held a, meeting
ol stockholders at Silver City last
week. John V. Hughes and Milton
Parks of Dallas, Texas, were among

Hainlrecsing Mode

lambs

$34.65; yearlings $4.405.30;

PAGE SEVEN

New Mexico Military
!

Institute

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.

"The West Point of the Southwest"
Ranked by United States War Department as "Distinguished Institution." Arm? officers detailed by War
Department
Through Academic course, preparing young men for college or business
lite. Great amount of open air work.
Healthiest location of any Military
School In the Union. Located in the
beautiful Pecos Valley, the garden spot
of the West at an elevation of 3760
feet above sea level, sunshine every
day. but little rain or snow during the
season.
Fourteen Officers and Instructors,
all graduates from standard eastern
Ten buildings, throughly
colleges.
furnished, heated, lighted and modern
m all respects.
E. A. CAROON, Pres.
REGENTS
W. G. HAMILTON, Vice Pres.
J. P. WHITE, Treasurer.
,
W .M. ATKINSON, Secretary,
and W. A. FINLEY.
For particulars and Illustrated catalogues address:
COL. JAB. W. WILLSOtt,

.L7,;

-

Suptlnttiijiifc

a

3
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no. 4 Andrews "Cash" no. 4

Kansas City Meats

A neat, clean and experienced meat cutter will be in
We solicit your inspection and patronage.

charge.

F. Andrews

JULY 3, 1911.

0A1LY flBUND UP.

.

U.S.

We wish to announce that on SATURDAY,
JULY 1st, we will have our MEAT MARKET
,
ready for business-- handling a full line of the best
K. C. meats. You can get just what you like.

Phone No. L

MONDAY,

The New Mexican desires to call at GREAT LAWYER
Norfolk and Western Railway. He Is granted todav to Pulie Mjcvgard Le
tention to the very gratifying stateFROM NEW YORK. well known as a couDellor and attorG?llienne, from her husVuid, Rlctard
ment of the U. S. Bank and Trust Co.
ney for various other railroads and
IrtGallienne, poet, novelist and critic.
Morawetz
This
Victor
Will
Arrive
several
Mexican.
in today's New
Though
great corporations.
The case was undef 3 iCel.
in
Private Car Legal
Is a Club Man.
Evening
young in years, the total footings alFresh Cream at Zook's Pha- jacy.
Mind Behind A. T. & S. F.
He is a member of the Union, Unt
to
amount
the
ready
$231,051,
deposits
Ruddy Harvester Oil at Goebels.
If you want anything on earth-- a --Try
to $1CO,000 and the loans and disversity, Metropolitan and Central
Ice Cream on Sunday at Capital
Clubs
Mexican want ad.
New
in
New
York.
Victor
of
counts
the
one
to $135,191.
greatMorawetz,
City Dairy. Milk 'and cream always on
United
est
the
in
to
corporation
lawyers
of
Shaft
Black
18S.
hand. Phone
Sinking
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Turquoise, Laveliers,

Amethysts, Opals,

EXQUISITE DESIGNS
MEN are the
BUSINESS Men"
of
They keep their engagements on the minute and measure their time by a
to-da- y.

IN

GOLD AND SILVER

FILIGREE

time-piece-

"Its

Time You Owned a Waltham."

Separate
Mail Orders

7

-

'

SPITZ,

We hare a wide assortment of Waltham Watches at a wide price
range in thin modeis: plain and
fancy cases. See us about a Wal- tham
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The Jeweler
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DAVID S. LOWITZKI

MIS

Dealer in New and Second Hand

Furniture, Queensware, Tinware, Carpets,
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Hardware, Stoves, Ranges, Etc.
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PAID FOR
CASH PRICE
SECOND HAND GOODS
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New and Second Hand Goods Sold on Easy Payments

SANTA FE HARDWARE
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THURSDAY, JUNE 22nd
PAIRS LADIES' OXFORDS will be sold for a good deal less than
cost This Closing Out Sale is Odds and Ends one or two pairs
of a kind. They are A No. 1 Goods, American Lady Make, made by the
largest shoe house in the world,

HMJ!LTN

Gtfmekiean'SBsdu.
SHOE

"

'

It takes a miehtv well made

:

piitiB

Oxford to hole ts shaoe and Dlace
on the foot. It must fit all over xsb
or it will slip and rub.
To make a perfect Oxford is an art that the Largest
mastered in the
Makers of Shoes in the World have
' '
American Lady Shoe,
In every sense it is the best shoe for the money.
a large line of American Lady Shoes
in the newest and best styles for Spring and
Summer Wear. Come in and let us show you
what real shoe satisfaction is.

We have

.

'
latest styles, smart and snappy in every particular
made
are
well,
They

$Mf,

lWssJIr
&TmTjJr

BROWNS SIHIQE

$4.00
3.75
3.50
3.25

,

PRICES ARE AS FOLLOWS
now
now
$3.00
$2.75
"
"
2.60
2.75
"
"
2.50
2.50
"
2.25
2.00

$2.10
1.75
1.60
1.00

THIS will be the biggest snap that was ever offered in Santa Fe. These
shoes must be sold regardless of price. Do not buy one pair, but 2 or
3 pairs, and put aVvay for next summer at such ridiculous prices.
,

A

Don't forget the date, June 22nd

NATHAN SALMON.

